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the  Western  Isles  (Outer  Hebrides) 
lFinanced  under Chapter  38  of  the  budget - VI  -
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establishing a  special  emergency  measure  for the  less-favoured 
areas in Ireland 
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Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1360/78 of 19  June  1978  on  producer 
groups  and  associations thereof 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72 of 18  May  1972  on  the  common 
organization of the  market  in fruit and  vegetables 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1163/76 of 17  May  1976  on  the granting 
of a  conversion  premium  in the  wine  sector 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77 of  17  May  1977  introducing  a 
system of premiums  for the  non-marketing of milk  and  milk  products 
and  for the  conversion  of dairy  herds 
Council Directive 77/391/EEC  of 17  May  1977  introducing  Community 
measures  for the eradication of  brucellosis,  tuberculosis and 
leucosis in cattle extended  by  Council  Directive 72/400/EEC  of 
14  June  19821 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  of  9  December  1969  laying  down 
special measures  (or improving  the  production and  marketing of 
Community  citrus fruit 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  456/80 of 18  February  1980  on  the 
granting of temporary  and  permanent  abandonment  premiums  in respect 
of certain areas  under  vines and  of  premiums  for  the  renunciation 
of replanting 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  457/80 of 18  February  1980  establishing 
a  system of premiums  for  the cessation of wine-growing  in France 
and  Italy 
Council  Decision  80/1096/EEC  of ll November  1980  introducing 
Community  financial  measures  for  the  eradication of classical swine 
fever1 
Council  Decision  80/1097/EEC  of ll November  1980  on  financial  aid 
from  the  Community  for  the  eradication of African  swine  fever in 
Sardinial 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1055/81  of  21  April  1981  introducing 
temporary  financial  aid  from  the  Community  to Ireland  for 
pre•movement  tuberculin besting and  brucellosis blood  sampling of 
cattlel 
lFinanced  under  Chapter  38  of  the  budget - VII  -
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  389/82 of  15  February  1982  on  producer 
groups and  associations thereof in the cotton sector 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  895/85 of l  April  1985  concerning  a 
common  action for  the  improvement  of structures of wine-growing  in 
Greece 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  777/85 of  26  March  1985  on  the 
granting,  for  the  1985/86 to 1989/90 wine  years,  of permanent 
abandonment  premiums  in  respect  of certain areas  under vines 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2239/86 of  14  July  1986  on  a  specific 
common  measure  to  improve  vine-growing  structures in Portugal 
Measures  concerning fisheries 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3796/81  of  29  December  1981  on  the 
common  organization of the market  in fishery  products 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  31/83 of  21  December  1982  on  an  interim 
common  measure  for  restructuring the  inshore fishing  industry and 
aquaculture 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2908/83  of  4 October 1983  on  a  common 
measure  for  restructuring,  modernizing and  developing  the  fishing 
industry and  for developing  aquaculture. 
2.  DIRECT  MEASURES 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 of 15  February  1977  on  common 
measures  to  improve  the  structures for processing and  marketing 
agricultural  products 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78 of  25  July  1978  on  a  common 
measure  to improve  public amenities  in certain rural areas 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/79 of 6  February  1979  establishing 
a  common  measure  for forestry  in certain Mediterranean  regions  of 
the  Community 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/78 of 19  June  1978  on  the 
programme  for the acceleration and  guidance  of collective 
irrigation works  in the  Mezzogiorno 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  458/80 of 18  February  1980  on 
collective projects for  the  restructuring of vineyards 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1938/81 of  30  June  1981  on  a  common 
measure  to  improve  public amenities  in certain less-favoured 
agricultural areas of the  Federal Republic  of Germany - VIII  -
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1941/81  of 30  June  1981  on  an 
integrated  development  programme  for  the  less-favoured areas of 
Belgium 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1943/81  of 30  June  1981  on  a  common 
measure  to  improve  the  processing and  marketing conditions in the 
cattlefeed sector in Northern  Ireland 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2968/83  of 19  October  1983  introducing 
a  common  measure  for  the acceleration of collective irrigation 
operations in Greece - 1  -
1.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
1.1  Introduction 
1.1.1 Scope  of Guidance  Section  intervention 
The  Guidance Section of  the  EAGGf  was  set  up  with  the  Guarantee 
Section in  1962,  pursuant  to Article  40(4)  of  the  Treaty,  to 
finance  common  measures  implemented  in order to  achieve  the 
objectives set out  in Article  39(l)(a)  of the  Treaty,  including the 
structural changes  conducive  to  the  smooth  operation of the  common 
market.  Article 39(l)(a)  sets as  an objective  that of  increasing 
agricultural productivity  by  promoting  technical  progress  and  by 
ensuring  the  rational development  of agricultural  production and 
the  optimum  utilization of  the  factors  of  production,  in particular 
labour. 
Within  this context,  the  Guidance Section has  in recent  years 
steadily  increased  both the  number  of measures  financed  and  its 
annual  expenditure.  The  appropriations allocated  to  the  Guidance 
Section are  relatively small  (approximately  4%  of the  total EAGGF 
budget),  compared  with th Guarantee Section.  In 1985  and  1986  the 
budget  appropriations  were  up  slightly on  1984,  enabling a 
corresponding  increase  in aid  from  the  Guidance  Section. 
The  Guiance  Section acts  on  the  basis of specific legal  instruments 
(Council Regulations,  Directives and  Decisions)  for  each  scheme 
financed.  From  the  management  point  of view,  however,  the 
following  two  types  of measures  can  be  distinguished: 
- indirect measures,  where  the  Guidance  Section  reimburses  part  (a 
percentage)  of  the eligibility expenditure  incurred  by  Member 
States in accordance  with Community  rules and  any  national 
implementing  provision approved  by  the  Commission,  and 
- direct measures,  in  respect  of which  the  Commission  grants direct 
subsidies  from  the  Guidance  Section to applicants  undertaking 
specific investment  projects. 
The  decision  to grant  a  subsidy  therefore establishes a  direct link 
between  the  Community  and  the  beneficiary,  aid  being  paid  to  the 
latter and  not  to  the  Member  State. 
This distinction is reflected at administrative  level:  for 
indirect measures,  the management  of  the  individual  files of  the 
various  final beneficiaries  remains  the  responsibility of the 
Member  States,  while  the  Commission  verifies that  the  measures  are 
being  properly  implemented  in the Member  States,  mainly  by 
reviewing  national  administrative  procedures  and  by  random 
inspection of files in some  cases. - 2  -
For direct measures,  however,  each case  is monitored  individually 
by  Commission  staff,  from  application to  the  payment  of  the  final 
instalment of  the  subsidy,  including on-the-spot  inspections  and 
checks  of supporting documents.  This  work  does,  however, 
necessitate close cooperation with the  competent  national  and 
regional authorities. 
1.1.2 Work  of the Guidance Section in 1986 
A breakdown  of aid granted  for the  various categories of measure 
according  to structural objectives is as  follows: 
1986  budget  (after transfer of 
appropriations  +  appropriations 
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A breakdown  of appropriations  by  Member  State  shows  that Italy 
accounted  for  more  than  20%  of  the  aid  granted  for direct measures 
(105,7 out of  517,6 m ECU)  followed  by  Spain  (86,5 m ECU)  and 
France  (83,8 m ECU).  Then  came  Greece  (73,2 m ECU),  the  United 
Kingdom  (38,7 m ECU)  and  Portugal  (32,8 m ECU)  (cf.  Annex  3). 
Of  the  460,8 million  ECU  reimbursed  for  indirect measures,  France 
received  130,6 million ECU,  ahead  of Germany  (71,4 m ECU),  Greece 
(66,3 m ECU),  the  United Kingdom  (65,1  m ECU),  Ireland  (49,7 m ECU) 
and  Italy  (49,3 m ECU)  (cf.  Annex  5). 
Details of the  various  measures  are as  follows  : 
Among  the  common  measures,  the  scheme  for the  improvement  of 
marketing and  processing structures for agricultural productsl 
was  once  again  in 1986,  as  in previous  years,  the  scheme  involving 
the heaviest  commitment  of appropriations  :  372,7 million  ECU  were 
assigned  to this measure. 
The  measure  ranking  second  in financial  terms  was  Directive 
75/268/EEC2  on  mountain  and  hill-farming and  farming  in 
less-favoured areas,  entailing expenditure of 193,2 million  ECU. 
Italy received  47,7 million  ECU,  Greece  42,3 million ECU,  Ireland 
33,6 million  ECU,  the United  Kingdom  32,6 million  ECU  and  France 
31,7 million  ECU. 
The  measure  ranking  third  in financial  terms  was  Directive 
72/159/EEC3  on  the  modernization of  farms,  in respect  of  which 
99,1 million  ECU  were  refunded  on  the  Member  States,  compared  with 
95,1  in 1985  and  112,5 in 1984.  The  leading  beneficiary is still 
Germany  (28,2 m ECU),  ahead  of France  (25,4  m ECU)  and  the United 
Kingdom  (22,7 m ECU),  with  the  Netherlands,  Denmark  and  Belgium 
further  behind. 
loJ  L  51,  23.2.1977,  p.  1 
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1.2  General aspects of management 
1.2.1 Procedures  and  advance  payments 
(a)  Direct measures 
In this field,  the  implementing regulations adopted  since 1978  with 
a  view  to  the harmonization  and  rationalization of aid applications 
have  enabled  decision deadlines  to  be  met  despite the  sharp 
increase  in  the  number  of projects submitted  to  the Commission. 
With  regard  to  advance  payments  in respect  of certain schemes  on 
behalf of the Mediterranean regions,  the teething troubles have  now 
been  solved  and  satisfactory results are being obtained. 
The  situation of the  three countries concerned  is as  follows: 
ITALY 
Advance  payments  applied 
for  in  1986 
Advance  payments  made  in  1986 
Reimbursements  applied 
for  in 1986 
FRANCE 
Advance  payments  applied 
for  in 1986 
Advance  payments  made 
in 1986 
Reimbursements  applied 
for  in 1986 
GREECE 
Advance  payments 
applied  for  in  1986 
Advance  payments  made 
in  1986 
Reimbursements  applied 
for  in 1986 
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(b)  Indirect measures 
For  the  measures  entailing reimbursements,  utilization of the 
budget  appropriations  for  the  year  is complicated  by  the  fact  that 
a  third of the Member  States'  reimbursement  application  reached  the 
Commission  after the deadlines set under  the various  schemes,  which 
makes  it extremely difficult to  study  the application and  make  the 
reimbursement  before  the  end  of the year. 
The  advance  payment  facility available  for  certain indirect 
measures  was  used  by  France,  Ireland,  Italy,  Greece  and  the  United 
Kingdom.  Details are given  in Annex  55.  The  only  problem arising 
concerns  the  failure  by  Italy to submit  proper  evidence  on  time 
concerning the  use of advance  payments  received  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2969/83. - 5  -
1.2.2 Information 
As  in the  past,  the  information provided  to  the  public  by  the 
Commission  was  mainly  concerned  with measures  involving direct 
subsidies  to investment  projects,  this type  of aid  being the  most 
likely to attract fairly general  interest,  since  the  Community's 
involvement is direct and  since  such projects are often of very 
great  importance  to  the  locality or region  in which  they are  being 
executed. 
It had  been  noticed  that  where  information  boards  were  displayed 
near the  location of a  project,  the  Community's  involvement  was 
seldom  mentioned.  The  Commission  has  therefore  continued  to ask 
all beneficiaries,  in its letter informing  them  of the award,  to 
ensure  that  the  Community  aid  is mentioned  in their publicity. 
With  regard  to indirect measures,  the Member  States have  been 
asked,  in connection with new  measures,  to  inform  the  beneficiaries 
of the  Community's  contribution. 
1.2.3 Coordination 
The  Task  Force  on  the  coordination of  financial  instruments  having 
structural objectives continued  to coordinate  the  work  of  the 
Section with  that of other Community  funds  (CSI),  supplementing 
normal  contacts  between  the  various departments.  A particularly 
close collaboration was  instituted especially  for the  preparation 
and  setting up  of the  integrated measures  :  integrated development 
programmes,  the  integrated  operations  and  the  integrated 
mediterranean  programmes  which  comprise  the  preparatory actions. - 6  -
1.2.4 Budgetary matters 
(a)  Funds  appropriated and  nature  of expenditure 
Article  6  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70 originally established  an 
annual allocation for  the Section.  This Regulation  was  amended  in 
1979  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  929/79,  which  introduced  commitment 
appropriations  on  a  five-yearly  basis,  the first five-year period 
to  run  from  1980  to  1984  inclusive.  For  the  following  five-year 
period,  from  1985  to  1989,  the  Council  decided  on  a  financial 
packagel for the  part  concerned  with  non-obligatory  expenditure 
but  only  with  an  estimated  value.  This  amount  was  set at 
5.250 million  ECU  for  the  Community  of  10  Member  States, 
subsequently  taken as  6.350 million Ecu2,  at the  time  of the 
Community's  agreement  to take  account  of  the  accession of Spain and 
Portugal,  at the  end  of 1985. 
With  regard  to  the  nature  of expenditure,  the  inter-institutional 
agreement  of  30  June  1982 led  to  the classification of a  number  of 
measures  financed  by  the Section as  non-compulsory  expenditure 
within the meaning  of Article  203  of  the Treaty. 
The  following  are  currently classified  as  non-compulsory 
expenditure: 
- individual  projects  for  the  improvement  of agricultural 
structures  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  17/64/EEC,  Article  300  of the 
budget), 
individual  projects for  the  marketing  and  processing of 
agricultural projects (Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77,  Article  301  of 
the  budget), 
aids for training  and  services  for  farmers  (Articles  9  to  12,  21 
and  22  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85- Article  312  of  the  budget), 
- improvement  of public  infrastructure in certain areas of Italy 
and  the  south of France  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78,  Item  3211 
of the  budget), 
- processing  and  marketing  of certain agricultural  products  in 
Northern Ireland  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1943/81,  Item  3262  of the 
budget), 
- restructuring in the  fisheries  sector  (Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1852/78,  Article  460  of  the  budget). 
Unlike  the  arrangements  for  the Social  Funds  and  the  ERDF,  the 
other measures  rank  as  compulsory  expenditure. 
lR  (EEC)  No  870/85,  OJ  L  95,  2.4.1985,  p.  l 
2R  (EEC)  No  3769/85,  OJ  L  362,  31.12.1985,  p.  17 - 7  -
(b)  The  budget 
The  Section's original  1986  budget  totalled  779  million ECU  in 
commitment  appropriations and  768  million  ECU  in  payment 
appropriations. 
These  appropriations  were  reinforced  by  the  following  transfers 
decided  on  by  the  budget authority: 
- transfers  from  Chapter  100  (provisional appropriations)  to 
budgets  items,  amounting  to: 
•  30  million ECU  in commitment  appropriations  and  10  million  ECU 
in  payment  appropriations  for  Article  330  (programme  for  the 
development  of Portuguese  agriculture), 
60  million  ECU  in  commitment  appropriations for Article  460 
(fisheries structure); 
- a  transfer amounting  to  15  million  ECU  of commitment 
appropriations originally entered  in  Chapter  100  for possible  new 
regional  measures,  allocated  in the  end  to Article  301  (projects 
for  the  processing and  marketing of agricultural  products)  for  a 
special  batch of projects  in Spain; 
- a  transfer of 19,2 million  ECU  from  Chapter  38  (non-EAGGF 
agricultural appropriations)  to  Article  320  (Directive  75/268/EEC 
-mountain and  hill  farming  and  less-favoured areas). 
It should  also  be  noted  that  the  appropriations  in Article  320  were 
also  reinforced  by  a  transfer of  34,2 million  ECU  in commitment 
appropriations  and  33  million  ECU  in payment  appropriations  from 
Chapter  34  (EAGGF  Guidance:  measures  connected  with  the  common 
organization of markets). 
(c)  Utilization of appropriations  (see  Table  and  Annexes) 
The  commitment  appropriations  used  totalled  971  million ECU, 
representing  94%  of  the  funds  available,  and  the  payment 
appropriations  773  million  ECU,  a  proportion of 93%.  It should  be 
noted  that  the  non-budget  funds  available  for  commitment,  i.e. 
released  from  projects not  being carried out  or being altered or 
from  revaluation in ECU  of old  commitments  expressed  in national 
currencies,  were  far  less  than  in previous  years.  This  situation 
resulted,  on  the  one  hand,  from  the  fact  that  the  amounts  released 
had  been  abnormally  large  in previous  years  when  a  monitoring 
exercise  was  stepped  up  in  respect  of  the  oldest  projects;  the 
situation in  1986 can  in fact  be  regarded  as  being  normal.  In 
addition,  the  exchange  rates applicable  to old  commitments  were 
different  from  previous  years  in  1986,  particularly in the case  of 
the Italian currency,  which  had  generally  shown  a  trend  towards 
devaluation,  and  which  moved  in the  opposite  direction in 1986. - 8  -
The  rate of utilization of available appropriations  in 1986,  as  in 
1985,  gives  no  indication of  the  management  difficulties faced  by 
the  Commission  last year following  the  adoption of a  particularly 
tight  budget.  Numberous  transfers were  made,  mainly  within 
Chapter  32  (measures  to assist less-favoured areas),  to avoid 
hampering  the  implementation  of  the  various  specific measures  that 
are partly financed  by  advance  payments  from  the EAGGF.  Payments 
to individuals,  small  - and  medium-sized  undertakings  and  local 
authorities that benefited  from  aid  in the  form  of direct measures 
were  also  given special priority.  A transfer of  19  million ECU  in 
appropriations  from  Chapter  38  and  34  million  ECU  from  Chapter  34 
had  to  be  made  to  honour the  most  pressing obligations  regarding 
the  reimbursement  of expenditure incurred  by  the Member  States in 
compliance with Directive 75/268/EEC. 
Certain appropriations did,  however,  remain  unused  at the  end  of 
the  year,  as  a  result of  special situations.  Particular mention 
should  be  made  of the difficulties encountered  in launching the 
programme  for  the  development  of  Portuguese agriculture,  which 
prevented  any  expenditure  in 1986. 
In all,  59  million  ECU  of commitment  appropriations  remained  unused 
at the  end  of the year and  55  million  ECU  in payment  appropriations 
had  to  be  carried over.  However,  the  situation varied  considerably 
from  item to  item and  it may  be  estimated that,  despite  these 
surpluses,  applications  for  reimbursement  or for payment  that  had 
not  been  met  on  31  December  1986  amounted  to  108 million  ECU  (see 
Table- Annex  56). EXECUTION  IN  1986 
.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
APPROIPRIATIONS  EXECUTION 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
I.  COMMITMENTS 
Appropriations  from  1985 
Appropriations  for  1986 
original  budget 
•  transfers  from  Chapter  100(1) 
•  transfers  from  Chapter  38(2) 
Releases 









Commitments  :  970,9 
Cancellations  :  2,4 
Appropriations  remaining for next year  58,5 
Total  :  1.027,0 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
II.  PAYMENTS  :  :  ! 
Appropriations  from  1985  :  38,2  - Payments  :  773,5 
Appropriations  for 1986  :  - Cancellations  :  7,2 
original  budget  :  768,2 
transfer from  Chapter 100(1)  :  10,0  - Carried  over  to  following year  :  54,9 
transfer from  Chapter  38(2)  :  19,2 
:  : 
Total  :  835,6  .  - Total  835,6 
:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1)  provisional appropriations 
(2)  non-EAGGF  agricultural appropriations 
-o - 10  -
2.  DIRECT  MEASURES 
2.1.  Common  measure  for  the  processing and  marketing of agricultural 
products  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77) 
2.2.1 Financing of  1986  projects 
The  Commission  approved  total assistance of  372.721.507  ECU  to  968 
projects.  In 1985,  the  corresponding figure  had  been 
291.060.839  ECU  for  681  projects. 
The  968  projects qualifying for Section assistance  represent  a 
total  investment  of  1.388.707.717  ECU,  an  average  of  1.434.615  ECU 
per project;  the average  assistance per project is 385.043  ECU. 
Annexes  6  to  12  give details of  the granting of assistance and 
payments  made  under  this measure. 
2.2.  Measures  for Mediterranean  areas 
1985 was  the  last year in which  the  EAGGF  Guidance  Section was 
involved  in the  financing  of  special  programmes  and  projects under 
rural  infrastructure  schemes  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/781)  and 
afforestation schemes  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/792), 
From  1986  these  measures  can  be  financed  only  under  the  integrated 
Mediterranean  programmes  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  2088/853). 
(For details see  Annexes  16,  17,  20  and  21). 
2.3.  Measure  to  improve  the  processing and  marketing  of cattlefeed in 
Northern  Ireland  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1943/81(4) 
In  1986  decisions  were  approved  to  support  3  projects,  the  total 
assistance  being  1,1 million  ECU  (cf.  Annex  25). 
2.4.  Common  measure  for fisheries  and  aquaculture  (Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2908/83(5) 
loJ  No 
2oJ  No 
3oJ  No 
4oJ  No 
5oJ  No 
In 1986,  the  Commission  approved  total assistance  of 
118,5 million  ECU  to 1.569 projects in decisions  taken on  29  April 
and  15  December  1986  (cf.  Annex  33). 
The  decision of  15.12.1986 concerns  the  first tranche of aid 
relating to  1986,  and  concerns  922  projects  for  a  total  amount  of 
77,1  millions  ECU. 
L 204,  28.7.1978,  p.  1 
L  38,  14.2.1979,  p.  1 
L 197,  27.7.1985,  p.  1 
L 197,  20.7.1981,  p.23 
L 290,  22.10.1983,p.  1 - ll  -
2.5.  Integrated  development  for  less-favoured areas in Belgium 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1941/811) 
In 1986,  new  decisions  were  taken  for  the  award  of aid  within  the 
framework  of integrated evelopment  in Belgium. 
The  decisions  to award  aid  concerned  4 projects with a  total award 
of 0,3 million  ECU  (cf.  Annexes  29  and  30). 
2.6.  Measure  for  less-favoured areas  in Germany  (Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1938/81(2) 
A set  of decisions  in this connection was  adopted  in 1986,  granting 
aid  for  25  projects involving investments  of  21,1 million  ECU.  The 
assistance amounts  to 5,9 million  ECU  (cf.  Annexes  23  and  24). 
2.7.  Restructuring of vineyards  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  458/80(3) 
Aid  decisions  covered  47  projects  (39  in France,  7  in Italy and  1 
in Germany),  involving assistance of  20,1  million  ECU  (cf.  Annex 
22). 
2.8.  Measures  concerning collective  irrigation operations  in Greece 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  2968/83(4) 
The  Regulation  in  question  expired  in December  1985.  From  1986, 
financing  of this measure  is possible  under  the  IMP  (Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2088/855  (see  Annex  27). 
2.9.  Management  problems  - agriculture(6) 
1  OJ 
2  OJ 
3  OJ 
4  OJ 
5  OJ 
(a)  Projects  not  executed 
In  1986,  48  beneficiaries declined  some  or all of  the  aid  granted. 
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No  L  197, 
2,37 m ECU 
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5,55 m ECU 
20.07.1981,  p.  13 
20.07.1981,  p.  1 
19.02.1980,  p.  27 
25.10.1985,  p.  5 





3,83 m ECU 
2,50 m ECU 
0,15  m ECU 
1,39 m ECU 
6  including projects  for  the  processing of  fish products  financed  under 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 - 12  -
Also,  under Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  3171/75,  355/77  and  1760/78,  the 
Commission  cancelled  or  reduced  aid  granted  to  7  beneficiaries who 
have  not  started work  within  two  years  of  notification of  the 
decision.  This  releases for  re-use  : 
France 
Italy 
0,26 m ECU 
5,40 m ECU. 
(b)  Projects costing less  than  expected 
In 1986,  20.404.275,53  ECU  (of which  11.990.702,30  ECU  reusable  and 
8.413.573,23  ECU  not  reusable)  were  withheld  from  beneficiaries who 
had  carried out  projects involving  less eligible expenditure  than 
estimated. 
(c)  Projects carried  out without  proper  compliance  with stipulated 
conditions 
In  1986,  the  Commission  cancelled,  or reduced  the aid  granted  to 
4  Italian projects,  18  French  projects,  1  German  project,  4  Irish 
projects and  9  UK  projects,  financial  or other requirements  not 
having  been  properly complied  with.  Accordingly,  an  amount  of 
883.608,40  ECU  has  been  cancelled  and  the  reimbursement  of 
227,183,63  ECU  has  been  requested.  An  amount  of 2.243.890,51  ECU 
(projects under Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  355/77  and  1760/78)  is 
recoverable. 
It should  be  pointed  out that  the  rate  of  settlement of aids 
continued  to  improve  as  noted  in 1982 and  1983 after remaining 
unchanged  in  1984.  In  the  case  of Italian,  Irish and  French 
projects,  the  improvement  seen in  1985  continued  in 1986,  and  the 
situation in Greece  is gradually  improving. MEMBER  STATE  1978 
BELGIQUE/BEGLIE  0 
DANEMARK  0 
DEUTSCHLAND  0 
ELLAS  -
ESPANA  -
FRANCE  4,4 
IRELAND  0,9 
IT ALIA  1,4 
LUXEMBOURG  0 
NEDERLAND  0 
PORTUGAL  -
UNITED  KINGDOM  2,6 
TOTAL  1,7 
STATEMENT  OF  UNCLAIMED  AWARDS,  BY  PERCENTAGE,  BY  YEAR,  GRANTED  FOR 
REGULATION  (EEC)  No  355/77 
1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984 
0  0  4,4  9,6  14,7  26,8 
0  0,8  1,8  6,4  13,1  18,5 
0  1,9  7,9  15,1  21,4  24,9 
- - 5,5  32,9  60,9  66,9 
- - - - - -
3,8  6,6  5,4  15,2  20,9  48,8 
13,5  0,5  13,0  12,6  41,2  63,4 
4,2  1,8  2,0  10,6  29,4  67,1 
0  0  0  0  26,0  14,7 
5,2  4,2  0  8,9  15,1  22,7 
- - - - - -
0  3,8  2,4  19,8  24,4  47,1 
3,4  2,9  4,7  13,7  33,4  54,9 
1985  1986 
72,8  100,0 
52,0  96,2 
55,3  94,7 
97,7  100,0 
- 100,0 
74,0  99,2  ..... 
VI 
77,1  99,6 
87,9  98,6 
46,0 
59,5  89,2 
- 100,0 
72,4  97,5 
82,1  98,8 - 14  -
3.  INDIRECT  MEASURES 
The  data  relating to  the  financing  of indirect measures are  given 
in the tables listed below: 
(a)  Socio-structural directive  and  Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85 on 
improving  the  efficiency of agricultural structures (Titles I, 
II,  and  VII):  Annexes  38  to  40. 
(b)  Measure  for  less-favoured  areas:  Annex  41. 
- Directive  75/268/EEC  on  mountain  and  hill  farming  and 
farming  in certain less-favoured areas and  Directive 
78/627/EEC  on  the  restructuring and  conversion of vineyard: 
Annex  42. 
- Directive  79/174/EEC,  79/173/EEC  and  78/628/EEC  concerning 
flood  protection in  th~ Herault  valley,  irrigation in 
Corsica and  drainage in Ireland  and  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
797/85 on  improving  the  efficiency of agricultural 
structures,  Title III:  Annex  43. 
- Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1820/80,  1054/81  and  270/79  on  the 
development  of agriculture  in the  West  of Ireland,  the 
development  of  beef  production in Ireland  and  the 
development  of agricultural  advisory  services  in  Italy: 
Annex  44. 
- Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1939/81  and  1942/81  and  Directive 
79/197/EEC  on  drainage  in Ireland  and  Northern  Ireland,  the 
less-favoured areas  of  Northern  Ireland  and  integrated 
development  of the  Western  Isles:  Annex  45. 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  1940/81  and  1944/81,  Directive 
71/527/EEC  on  an  integrated development  programme  for  the 
department  of Lozere,  cattle  farming  in Italy and 
agriculture  in the  French  overseas departments  :  Annex  46 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/72 concerning agricultural 
development  in certain regions  of Greece  and  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2966/83  relating to  the  scientific development  of 
agriculture in Greece  :  Annex  47 
(c)  Structural measures  connected  with  EEC  market  organisations: 
Annex  48 
Producer groups  in  the  fruit-and-vegetable  and  cotton 
sectors (Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1035/72 and  389/82):  Annex  49 
-Milk-non-marketing  premiums  (Regulation  (EEC)  1078/77): 
Annex  50 
- Eradication of  brucellosis,  tuberculosis  and  leucosis 
(Directive 77/391/EEC  and  82/400/EEC):  Annex  51 
Measure  for  the  conversion  of  vineyards  and  measure  in 
support of  Community  citrus-fruit growing  (Regulations  (EEC) 
Nos  1163/76,  2511/69  and  1204/82):  Annex  52 - 15  -
- Eradication of classical  swine  fever  (Decision  80/1096/EEC) 
and  measures  for  producer groups  in the  fisheries  sector 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  3796/81):  Annex  53 
- Abandonment  of areas  under  vines  and  renunciation of 
replanting  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  456/80)  and  restructuring of 
vineyards  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  458/80):  Annex  54 
(d)  Advance  payments  available,  used,  carried over and  made  in 1986: 
Annex  55 
(e)  Explanations  concerning  payment  applications  pending:  Annex  56 
4.  VERTIFICATION  AND  IRREGULARITIES 
For the  purposes  of the  checks  made  prior to  the  payment  of aid 
from  the Section,  the documents  specified  in  the  rules governing 
each measure  must  be  forwarded  to  the  Commission  in every  case. 
These  documents,  which  are  sent either via  the Member  States  (in 
the  case  of direct measures)  or  by  the  Member  State  (in the  case  of 
indirect measures),  must  include  not  only  the  evidence  enabling the 
eligibility of expenditure  to  be  checked  but  also certificates 
issued  by  the Member  State  showing  that its authorities  have 
inspected  and  approved  such  evidence. 
Thus,  the  vertification work  at  Community  level is essentially 
concerned  with  these  documents.  When  appropriate,  individual 
vouchars  are  sent  by  the Member  States for further verification of 
expenditure. 
-On-the-spot  inspections  are carried  out  either to  check  that 
proper and  effective administrative  measures  are  taken at national 
level or to  investigate cases  which  are  doubtful  or present special 
problems. 
In addition to this work,  seminars  are  held  for  the  national civil 
servants  to familiarize  them  with  Community  procedures. 
4.1  Verification of direct  measures 
(a)  Verification of payment  applications 
This  work  revealed  that  in  553  cases  the  data  supplied  were  not 
sufficient to  justify the  payments  requested,  and  additional 
information  was  needed. 
Overall,  35%  of the  payment  applications  entailed additional 
information - 44%  for  Ireland,  37%  for  France,  39%  for Italy,  30% 
for Denmark,  64%  for  Greece,  35%  for  the  United  Kingdom,  33%  for 
the Netherlands,  18%  for Belgium,  13%  for Germany  and  33%  for 
Luxembourg. - 16  -
Also,  in 155  cases,  the  replies were  not  sufficient and  further 
requests  for additional  information  were  needed  - 98  cases  concern 
France,  36  Italy,  6  Ireland,  9  the  United  Kingdom,  2  Greece  and  one 
each Germany,  Belgium,  Denmark  and  the Netherlands. 
The  percentage of cases  requiring  further  information  remains  very 
high  and  the  improvement  seen in 1985  has  not  continued:  the 
percentage of requests  for additional  information dropped  from  34% 
in 1984,  to  29%  in 1985  and  then  rose again  to  35%  in 1986. 
For France  and  Italy,  the  percentage is heavily  influenced  by 
regional  projects (Regulation  (EEC)  Nos  1760/78 and  269/79).  The 
number  of requests  for further  information  justifies the  number  of 
on-the-spot checks.  On  the  occasion of  such checks,  training of 
national officials is organized. 
(b)  On-the-spot inspections 
In  1986,  as  in 1985,  39  on-the-spot  inspections were  made:  13  in 
Italy,  20  in France,  3  in the Netherlands  and  3 in Germany. 
4.2.  Recovery  of  payments 
Of  the  21  recovery  orders  in  1986  (731.937  ECU),  4  related  to 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  17/64,  9  to Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77,  2  to 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/79  and  6  to Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78. 
Two  recovery  orders  related  to Germany,  9  to  France,  7  to Italy and 
3  to  the  United  Kingdom. 
The  amounts  outstanding  from  1984  on  31  December  1986  concerned  l 
French project  (14.695  ECU)  and  2  Italian projects  (53.497  ECU); 
those  from  1985  concerned  2  French projects  (850.756  ECU)  and 
1  Italian project  (77.294  ECU)  and  those  from  1986  concerned  2 
French projects  (56.452 ECU),  4 Italian projects  (80.510  ECU)  and 
2  United  Kingdom  projects  (105.710  ECU). 
4.3.  Verification of indirect measures 
4.3.1  In 1986  the  total number  of decisions on  reimbursements  and  advance 
payments  was  78,  but  individual  files and  other data  relating  to  a 
further  4.143 beneficiaries also  had  to  be  scrutinized. 
4.3.2 On-the-spot  inspections 
(a)  General  socio-structural measures. 
Directive 72/159/EEC  - modernization of  farms 
Under  this Directive  seven  inspections  were  carried out  to  ensure 
that  the  restrictions  imposed  by  Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1945/81  and 
1946/81  on  investments  in milk and  pig  production were  being 
observed. - 17  -
- in Belgium  at the Ministry of Agriculture,  Agricultural 
Investment Fund  Administration in Brussels  and  at the offices of 
the State Agronomic  Engineer at Verviers  and  at Ypres. 
- in the  Netherlands,  at  the Ministry  of Agriculture,  Stichting 
Ontwikkelings-en Saneringsfonds  voor  de  Landbouw  at The  Hague. 
in France,  in the Department  of Mayenne  at Laval  and  in the 
department  of Finistere at Quimper. 
in Denmark  at the  Ministry  of Agriculture  in Copenhagen  and 
Roskilde. 
- in the  United  Kingdom,  at the Ministry  of Agriculture,  Fisheries 
and  Food  (MAFF),  Head  Office,  Land  Improvement  Division in London 
and  at  the  MAFF  Divisional Offices at Chelmsford,  Essex,  and 
Exeter,  Devon. 
- in Germany,  in Lower  Saxony  at the Regierungsprasidium at 
Oldenburg and  Laneburg  and  in Schleswig-Holstein,  at the  Amt  fur 
Land- und  Wasserwirtschaft at  Husum  and  Heide. 
- in Ireland,  at the Ministry of Agriculture  in Dublin and  at the 
Acot  offices in Cavan,  Co.  Cavan  and  Monaghan,  Co.  Monaghan  (An 
Chomhairle  Oiliuna  Talmhaiochta  - The  Agricultural  Training 
Authority). 
Visits to a  number  of  farms  formed  part of  the  on-the-spot 
inspections  in all cases. 
The  purpose  of  the  inspections  was  twofold:  to  check  on  the 
application of the  rules and  also to compare  methods  of application 
in different Member  States. 
All  the  Member  States have  incorporated  the  two  Community 
Regulations  into their national legislation,  and  some  of them  have 
laid  down  tighter restrictions. 
To  implement  the  rules,  the  Member  States  have  drawn  up 
administrative instructions  in  varying  degrees  of detail and/or a 
general method  of calculation and/or detailed  examples  of 
calculation. 
The  strictest and  most  detailed  rules for  the application of 
Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1945/81 and  1946/81  have  been  established  in 
Belgium,  while  the  broadest  interpretation is to  be  found  in 
Denmark  in  the case  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  1945/81  and  in the 
United  Kingdom  in the  case  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  1946/81. 
Commission  staff are currently considering the acceptability of 
these  interpretations.  If certain national  interpretations are 
deemed  not  to comply  with  the  Community  provisions,  the  Commission 
will  take  steps  to  recover  sums  unduly  paid  in the  past. - 18  -
(b)  Measures  to assist  less-favoured  regions 
Directive  78/627/EEC  - restructuring and  conversion of vineyards  in 
certain Mediterranean  regions  of France 
This  inspection  took place at ONIVINS  in Paris and  its regional 
delegations at Montpellier and  Avignon.  Two  wine-making 
assocations and  one  wine-growers'  association were  also  visited. 
This  was  the  second  inspection carried  out  in connection with 
Directive  78/627/EE concerning  the  last year of application.  The 
inspectors ascertained  that  the  provisions  of the  Community  rules 
and  the  national  programme  were  being  observed  and  that  the 
application and control procedures  implemented  at  the start of  the 
programme  had  remained  unchanged.  They  also  noted  that  the  rate of 
achieving the objective was  relatively low  in the case of 
conversion,  at  60%,  and  in the  case  of restructuring,  at  46%,  but 
extremely  low  in the case  of irrigation,  at only  6%. 
Directive  79/174/EEC  - protection of  the  Herault  valley,  France, 
against  flooding 
The  on-the-spot  inspection  took  place at Montpellier at  the 
Direction Departementale  de  l'Agriculture and  included  a  visit to 
the  part of  the  Herault  valley  in need  of protection. 
Five  years  elapsed  before France  presented  the  programme  and  work 
started.  The  Council  therefore  had  to  extend  the  measure  in 
December  1986  for  three years,  up  to  May  1989. 
It emerged  from  the  inspection  that after a  period  of  surveys  and 
preparation,  work  actually got  under  way  in  1986.  On  the  other 
hand,  there  were  doubts  as  to  the eligibility for  EAGGF  aid  of 
certain categories of expenditure  such as  administrative costs and 
costs of  land  acquisition.  An  adjustment  will  be  made  if 
appropriate  when  the  next  reimbursement  is paid  for  this  scheme. 
It was  also  noted  that  the  costs  for  the  protection of a  relatively 
small area of farmland  were  very  high  and  that  the  effect on  the 
proposed  conversion  of  vineyards  was  very  small. 
Directive  81/527/EEC  development  of agriculture in  the  French 
overseas  departments 
The  on-the-spot  inspection was  carried  out  in the  departments  of 
Guadeloupe  and  Martinique at  the Directions departementales  de 
l'Agriculture  (DDA)  and  the Directions  regionales de  l'Office 
national des  Forets  (ONF)  at Basse  Terre,  Guadeloupe  and  Fort  de 
France,  Martinique.  In  the  two  departments  the  most  important 
schemes  under  the  very  numerous  measures  (18 in Guadeloupe  and  17 
in Martinique),  representing  over  90%  of  the  expenditure,  were 
scrutinized.  The  supporting documents  relating  to  part of the 
expenditure  incurred  in Guadeloupe  were  not  produced.  These 
documents,  together with additional  information,  are  to  be 
forwarded  by  the  Member  State. - 19  -
The  inspection also  raised  questions about  the eligibility of 
services charged  for  by  the  DDA  to  the  ONF.  Any  adjustments will 
be  made  in connection  with  the  next  reimbursement  by  the  EAGGF 
Guidance  Section. 
It was  seen  from  the  visits that the  work  is well  in hand  and  that 
all the  operations  planned will  be  completed  by  the  end  of the 
programme,  apart  from  the  soil  impfovement  and divrrsification 
schemes,  which  will  achieve about - 70%  and  about - 50% 
respectively  of  the initial targets. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1942/80  - acceleration of agricultural 
development  in the  less-favoured areas  of Northern  Ireland, 
United  Kingdom 
The  on-the-spot  inspection  took place  in the Department  of 
Agriculture  for  Northern  Ireland  (DANI)  in Belfast and  at  the  local 
DANI  offices of Co.  Down,  at Newtownbreda,  of  Co.  Fermanagh,  at 
Enniskillen,  and  of Co.  Antrim,  at Ballymena.  The  purpose  of  the 
inspection was  to  verify the  eligibility of  the  aids granted  for 
the  application of  lime  and  fertilizer,  such application not 
forming  part of an  overall  land  improvement  project. 
The  inspection  showed  that ineligible aids  had  been  granted  up  to 
31  August  1983.  No  similar operations after this date  came  to 
light. 
In order to  recover the aids  wrongly  paid,  the  Commission  has 
requested  the United  Kingdom  to  inform it of the  exact  amount  of 
the  expenditure  concerned. 
4.4  Irregularities 
The  cases  of irregularities are  shown  in the  tables at Annexes  58 
to  60.  As  the tables show,  37  new  cases  were  recorded  in  1954,  4th 
quarter and  in 1986,  15  of which  have  already  been  settled. 
Of  the  total of 695  cases  recorded,  564  (81%)  have  been  closed  and 
finally settled. REWLATION  BElGIWE/  IJAIIIIARK  OEUTSCHl.AIIl 
BELGIE 
17/fJJ.  135.812  ~.277  503.373 
355/77  ~9.330  ~6.9M  200.150 
1760/78  - - -
269/79  - - -
1362/78 
~  - -
1852/78  852  ~.829  ~.886 
2722/72  - - 2.869 
1505/76  - - -
2395/7!1  - - -
1~3/81  - - -
1938/81  - - ~1.609 
1941/81  424  - -
~58/80  - - ~.284 
2968/83  - - -
2908/83  9.023  19.694  13.812 
TOTAL  I  195.~~1  117.764  770.983 
-
In  Progress  59,977  110.857  631.202 
Coeplehd  9.4-13  3.080  6~.388 
TOTAL  II  79.390  113.937  695.590 
TOTAL  I •  I  274.831  231.701  1.466.573 
~-~  -
Aid  granted  froe  the  Fund,  by  Meeber  State,  up  to  31  Oec11ber  1986 
DIRECT  IEASURES 
EllAS  ESP AliA  FRAIIC£  IRELAIIl  IT AUA  UXEHBOORG 
- - ~05.2~2  73.320  668.161  s.s52 
256.7~  M.~35  321.57\  1ir3.953  625.,020  2.636 
- - n.~7  - 136.576  - - - 89.538  - 197.088  - - - - - 265.~35  -
8.~7  - 13.~78  2o.1n  28,.155  -
- - 6.714  - - - - - - - 45.000  - - - 12.115  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - 89.697  - 10.~03  -
16.083  - - - - -
19.317  22.055  42.230  12.332  61.109  -
300.261  86.490  1.028.075  249.719  2.036.947  11.488 
INDIRECT  MEASURES 
222.261  - 790.672  1  ~29.846  210.839  11.8~ 
- - 59.318  1.874  177.468  7  .91t7 
222.261 
~  849.980  4.31.720  388.307  19.801 
522.522  86.490  1.878.065  681.439  2.425.254- 31.289 
L- -- - ~-~-~~---~---~  - -·----- --
ANNEX  1  -
(1000  UA/EU4/ECU) 
IIEOERLAW  POOTUGAL  uemm  TOTAL 
I  ICIIIDO!t 
139.395  - 1~.6J.2  2.115.07\ 
M.831  n.763  nS.S66  1.~6.276 
- - - 18~.063 
- - - 286.626 
- - - 265.~35 
3.t453  - u.so8  103.622 
- - - 11.5113 
- - - ~s.ooo 
- - - 12.115 
- - 7.8511  7.858 
- - - 41.609 
- - - u~ 
- - - 1~.384 
- - - 16.083 
8.125  s.oss  34.066  249.871! 
215.804  32.818  342.240  5.388.030 
-
120.~3  I  - n2.760  3.3~0.811 
10.0ti1  - ~1.~50  m.999 
130.6()4.  - 78~.210  3.715.810 
346.408  32.818  1.126.450  9.103.840 REGULATION  BElGitlUE/  OAHHARK 
BUGlE 
17/64  125.172  4-2.,808 
355/77  33.127  30.338 
1852/78  858  3,.977 
1505/76  - -
2395/79  - -
1760/78  - -
269/79  - -
1362/78  - -
2722/72  - -
19U/81  - -
1938/81  - -
1941/81  165  -
2968/83  - -
2908/83  6.039  11.294 
TOTAL  I  165.361  88.417 
-
In  Progress  69.9~0  108.759 
Completed  9.,413  3.080 
TOTAL  II  79.,353  111.839  ----
TOTAL  I +  II  244.n4  200.256 
- ---- -
Aid  payments  from  the  Fund,  by  Me1ber  State,  up  to  31  Oece1ber  1986 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
OEUTSCHI.AIID  Ell  AS  ESP AliA  FRAI!cr  IRELAW  !TAll A  UXfKBO!IRG 
513.4-11  - - 331.,758  38,.511-5  295.331  7  .. 108 
H-2.896  32.,517  - 183.053  67.176  263 .. 516  2.090 
4.357  2.638  - 10.570  18.,079  n.o3s  - - - - - 21.155  - - - - - s.na  - - - - - - 31.334  63.650  - - - - - 58..,240  - 106.638  - - - - - - 150.016  - 2.869  - - 6.516  - - - - - - - - - - 22.807  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4-.376  - - - - -
7.245  2.201  - 18.179  2.964  6.237  -
693.585  4-1.732  - 648.128  126.76'+  920.578  9.198  .. 
INDIRECT  MEASURES 
621. m.  1222.262  I - 784.629  429.804  210.639  11.810 
64.388  - - 59a318  1.874  177.468  7.947 
686.362  222.262  - 843.947  431.678  3BB.307  19.757 
1.379.947  263.994  - 1.492.075  558.442  1.308 0 885  28.955 
--------- --- - ---------- ---------------
ANNEX  2 
(1000  UA/EUA/ECU) 
IIEDERI.AIJ  POOTUGAl  UNITED  TOTAL  KIIIIIJOH 
134>.,845  - 98.8n  1,.587.852 
48.295  - 78.059  882.067 
2.732  - 17.439  74.685 
- - - 21.155 
- - - s.ns 
- - - - 94.984  - - - 164.878 
- - - 150.016 
- - - 9.385  - - 4.635  4.635 
- - - 22.807 
- - - 165 
- - - 4.376 
1.381  - 13.494  69.034 
187.253  - 213.501  3.094. 511 
I 
121.188  - 7\0.699  1  3.321.904 
10.061  - 41.4~  m.999 
131.249  - 7!!2.149  3.696.903 
318.502  - 995.650  6.791.~20 DIRECT  MEASURES 
Aid  granted  fro•  1 January  to  31  Dec11111ber  1986 
RE 00 LATI ON  BElGIWE/  OANKARK  DEUTSCHlAIO  EllAS  ESPANA  fRANC£  I  RElAID  IT ALIA 
B£lGIE 
355/77  5.4-07  8.4-~  18.393  64.784- 64.435  47.960  22.213  85.207 
1760/78  - - - - - - - -
269/79  .  - - - - - - - -
1362/78  - - - - - - - -
458/80  - - 759  - - 18.847  - 458 
194-1/81  331  - - - - - - -
1938/81  - - 5,.866  - - - - -
194-3/81  - - - - - - - -
2968/83  - - - - - - - -
2908/83  801  7.257  7.709  8.453  22.055  16.978  7.128  20.066 
. 
TOTAL  I  6.539  15.711  32.727  73.237  86.490  83.785  29.341  105.731 
-
INDIRECT  MEASURES 
Co111taents  fr01  1  Januar~ to  31  December  1986 
TOTAL  II  9.410  7.687  70.862  66.312.  - 125.298  49.666 
TOTAL  I• II  15.949  23.398  103.589  139.51t9  86.490  209.083  79.007 
----- -
(1)  Inclusive  of  1.161.000  ECU  co111tted  under  chapter  3892 
(2)  Inclusive  of  355.000  ECU  consisting  og  recuperations  reused  fro;  completed  projects 
(3)  Adding  750.000  ECU  co111tted  for  a pilot project  flnanceddunder  article 22  of  Reg.  797/85 
('t) A~ !ht.  vc..h.o~  txt'-'~~qe. ~rtuQlli.-.g Oh ~h~  a.lt.  o4 th.e.  dec.i  ~io~. 
48.435 
151t.166 
ANNEX  3 
_j 
( 1000  UA/EUA/ECU) 
UXEIIBOORG  IIE!lRUIIl  PIRTUGAl  UIITID  TOTAl 
KlltiJOII 
- 7.790  24.763  23.315 (1)  372.721  (2, 
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - 20.064 
- - - - 331  - - - - - 5.866 
- - - 1.095  1.095 
- - - - -
- 4.726  8.055  14-.287  117.515(.; 
- 12.516  32.818  38.697  517.592 {3, 
I 
1.833  9.608  - 65.081  454.192 
1.833  22.124  32.818  103.TI8  971.784 (3 DIRECT  MEASURES 
Aid  payments  from  1 January  to  31  December  1986 
REmlLATION  BElGIOOE/ 
!!ELGIE 
OANIIARl  OEUTSCHlAI[)  EllAS  ESPANA  fRANCE  !RELMID  HAUA 
17/64- 1,.615  - - - - 1  .. 263  61  3.,794-
355/77  4.931  6.211  25.493  18.,129  - 30$687  14 .. 429  61.271 
1760/78  - - - - - 5.014  - 17.,768 
269/79  - - - - - 8.,497  - 27.,243 
1362/78  - - - - - - - 7.650 
1943/81  - - - - - - - -
1938/81  - - 8.502  - - - - -
1941/81  119  - - - - - - -
2968/83  - - - 1.797  - - - -
:1852/78  - 5  " 
1.058  - 527  356  1.508 
2908/83  3.238  7e949  3.879  1.880  - 12.111  719  3.896 
TOTAL  I  9.903  14.165  37.918  22.864- - 58.099  15.565  .  123.130 
-
INDIRECT  MEASURES 
Payments  froM  1 January  to  31  Dece~ber 1986 
--r 
71.395 ~~.312  TOTAL  II  9.410  7.687  - 130.557  4-9.565  4-9.259 
TOTAL  I• II  19.313  21.852  109.313  89.176  - 188.656  65.231  172.389 
(1)  Including  payMents  fro•  item  3892  · 
(2)  Adding  130.000  ECU  paid  for a pilot project  financed  under  Article 22  of  Reg.  797/85 
UX£11£100116  11£0£RUI() 
- -
469  7.369 
- -
- -
- - - - - - - -
- - - 471 
- 823 
469  8.663 
1.833  9.608 
2.302  1B.2n 
ANNEX  It-
( 1000  ECU) 
j 
POOTUBAL  u111nm 
KIIIOOOII 
- - - 13.073(1) 
- - - -
- - - 916 





























IIVIRECT  HEASURES 
Payaenh  Qade  In  1986  for  general  soclo-structura1  uasures,  11aaurn to asalat 
leu-favoured regions  and  structural  measures  connected  with  co1mon  1arket  organizations 
MEASURES  1986  ~ELGIOUE/  DAN HARK  DEUTSCH  ELLAS  FRANCE  IRELAND  IT ALIA  LUXEH-
SELGIE  LAND  BOORS 
/ i. General  soclo-structural 
(Directive  No  72/159/EEC  6.m  6.151  28.155  328  25.397  - - 602 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85  - 13  198  - - - - -
Directive  Ho  72/160/EEC  29  - 621  - 622  12  - -
(Directive  No  72/161/EEC  1~3  230  m  - ~-~  114  561  -
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85  - 587  - - - - - -
RegulatIon  (EEC)  No  797/85(art.  9-12)  - - 2  - - - -
TOTAL  I  6.586  7.081  29.350  328  30.563  126  561  602 
II.To  assist laes-favourad r!21ona 
(Directive  No  75/268/EEC  2.513  - 1.~68  %2.261  31.719  33.6~7  H.nu  1.206 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85  - - 36.019  - - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  270/79  - - - - - - 125  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1~~/81  - - - - - - - -
Olrectlva  No  78/627/EEC  - - - - 3.638  - - -
Directive  No  79/173/EEC  - - - - - - .  -
01 recti ve  No  79/174/EEC  - - - - 400  - - -
Regulatl on  (EEC)  No  1~0/81  - - - - 731  - - . 
Directive  No  81/527/EEC  - - - - 1M  51  .  ~  -
Dlrootlve  No  78/628/EEC  - - - - - 2.U7  - - Dl riiCt ive  No  79/1 97/EEC  - - - - - 1.569  - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1820/80  - - - - - 11.651  - - Regulation  (EEC)  Ho  10~/81  ~  - - - - 11  - - Regulation  (EEC)  No  1939/81  - - .  - - - - - Regulation  (EEC)  No  1942/81  - - - - - - - -
Rt9ulatlon  (EEC)  Mo  1975/82  - - - 19.351  - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2966/83  - - - - - - - -
Regulatl on  (EEC)  No  895/85  - - - - - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3823/85  - - - - - - - -
TOTAL  II  2.513  - 37.m  61,612  ~9.939  49.305  +7 .874  1.206 
Ill. Structural  connected  with  common 
market  organlzatl ons 
Regu 1  at I  on  (EEC)  No  1360/78  - -·  - - - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72  31  - - 297  388  - - -
Rogulatl on  (EEC)  No  389/82  - - - 1.816  - - - -
Regulation  (fEC)  No  1078/77  280  606  4.020  - 1.079  235  - 25 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1163/76  - - - - - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  456/80  - 777/85  - - - 2,259  H,329  - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  457/80  - - - - - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  458/80  - - - 5.259  - m  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  - - - - - - - -
TOTAL  Ill  311  606  '>.372  50.055  235  824  25 
TOTAL  I  +  II  •  Ill •  IV  9.~10  7.687  71,39(  66,312  130.557  ~9.666  ~9.251  1,833 
IV.  Fl sherl Measures 
Financed  under  ltoa 461  of  the  budget 
Regulation  (E£C)  No  3796]81  TOTAL  IV  - - '  - - - - -
TOTAL  I •  II  •  Ill •  IV  9.~10  7,687  71.39  66.312  130.557  ~9.666  ~9.25!  1,833 
Fl nanced  chapter  38  of the  budget 
Directive  No  82/IHJO/EEC  - - - 156  - - - -
Ragu 1  at  I  on  (EEC)  No  1055/81  - - - - - - -
Decision  No  B0/1096/EEC  1,5%5  - 8,251  ~  37  - 1.~1  -
Regulatl on  (EEC)  No  2969/83  - - - - - - - -
TOTAL  1.~5  - 8,25  21  37  - 1,41  -
GRAIV  TOTAl  10.955  7,687  7!1653  66. 52<  130.594  49,666  50,67  1.833 
(1000  EaJ) 
NEOER- UNITED  TOTAL 
LAND  KIH(IJ()H 
9.~6  22.721  99.1H 
- - 211 
- 12  1.296 
238  68  6.272 
- - 687 
- - 2 
9.~  22  801  107.582 
- 32.589  193.152 
- - 36.019 
- - 125 
- - - - - 3.638 
- - -
- - +00 
- - 731 
- - 1M  51 
- - 2.+27 
- 112~  2.493 
- - 11.651 
- 69  ao 
- 6.894  6.894 
- 1.110  1.110 
- - .  19.351 
- - - - - - - - -
- 41.586  291.SZ2 
- - -
- 1.384 
- - 1,816 
24  26  6.29' 
- - -
- - 45.588 
- - -
- - 6.616 
- - -
24  6~  .  61.699 
9.608  65.081  460,80 
- -
9.608  65.081  \60.80 
- - 1~ 
- - -
2  ••  02  - 13.709 
- - -
2.402  - 13Jl6~ 
12,01~  65.081  474Ji7l 0  I  R£CT  H£ASUR£S 
Regional  breakdown  by  Member  State of  projects  financed  by  the  Guidance  Section- Regulation  {EEC)  No  355/TI  -Year 1986 
{1000  ECU) 
BELGIOOE/BELGIE  OUHARIC  OEUTSCIUIO  FR.\ ICE  ELLAS  ESPANA 
....  It ..  ..., 
ii 
...,  ,._ 
1l  ~i 
...,  r:  o  ..  ...,  o!l  ...,  ..  :t  ..  :tl  - ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  .,  g  ..  ........ 
~~ 
~~  15  ~~  Iii  l;lll  ........  c: 
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0  ~ 
- c  0  :c  li 
0  - c  ...  .... 
;;.  <  .. 
~  ""  ~  ~ 
<  l!  ~ 
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~  ...  ..  i  - .. 
..  0  ...  .  .,  ...  ...  J  -~  ...  !  ...  l!  ., 
~~  ""  ~  ~  "' 
.,.  "'- ..  .,. 
0:  0:  "'  "'  ......  "'  "'  ..  ... 
Flanclre  SlorkJ- 3  727  thleswlg- 2  351  lit-de- 2  808 
Nisei  3  2,459  jallcia  14  3.n1 
Oriontale/  benhavn  olsh'D  Fr-ance  Ana to I ikl  5,349  Asturias  ~  ~50 
Oorl- 2  832  Chupagne  7  2.~8  6 
Vhanderl!l1  6  1.357  6st  for  Huburg 
Ardenoes  Stroa  C.ntabria  ~  m  S\orobael 
Flandro  ahkl  5  315  Ioder- 8  2.869  Plc:ardlt  - - 01\lki  6  2,198 
Pais  Vasco  e  1,280 
1chsen  Ho11rh- Stera  Ocol deahl  Stork;- Koroandl e  2  ~46  Navarra  g  1,853  Vest- 7  1,159  beahavo  rea  en  5  256 
2  804  Pol opo- 8  15.897 
Vlaaaderen  Centre  a1 sso'  Rioja  <  1,072 
Yes\  for  46  1.m  ordrholn- 11  2,197  Basse-
5  2.178 
~nvors/  1  278 
Storobael  ostfoleo  Morwand\ e  Thrakl  1  19  Araqon  6  2.661 
Antverpen 
Gr~nland  f!3Stn  - - BourgoQne  4  395  Anatoliki  s  1,3+6  fiadrid  11  +.810 
Li•bour9/  3  878  F111re  helohnd-
Nord-Pas- 2  1,203  llakedonla  Castilla- Lloburg  11  ••  291  do-Ca lal s  13  2.604 
1  339 
regionar  falz  lorra\ ne  - - Kontrlkl  9  22.604  Leon 
Brab•nt  2  825  llakedenla  Badon- Ahace  c  ..  tllla- s  1.198 
Hainaut/  ortteo- 55  7.022  Fnnche- Oitlkl  la Mancha  - - - - Hone<JoU- 2  2•6  01'"9  Co1U  Hakodooia  Extra-
3  575  Pays-do- - - von 
Barorn  13  4.915  lplros  2  3,663  aadura 
la-Lolro  Haaur/  - - aarlaad  - - Bretaqna  6  3.m  Kootrlkl  Cataluna  35  12.463 
Naua  - -
erlln  Poi \ou-
1  288 
Slorea  Co•uni dad 
L1e9•/  4  1.150  - - Char antes  21  8,998  (Vost)  9.132  Thenal\a  6  7.833  Val encl a 
ulk  Aquila ina  22 
ehrere  - - Hldl- Krltl  3  3..+16  Ba 1  eares  2  658 
uxt~~bourg 
eglon en  Pyrenees  5  2,603 
uxeabuN}  162  Kul\1- - -
A.ndal ucla  70  18.369  e\reffend  Liaousl n  1 
Mul \1- Rhone-
r-i9i onaux  Murcia  g  3,659 
eglonaux/  Alpes  1+  4.889 
Inter- Auvvgne  - -
Ceuh  y  - -
l'te1i 11 a 
reg\ ona 1  e  Laaguodoc  40  ~.806  1  ~ebi ode.  Roussi llot  Canari as  150 
Provence-
38  6.099  Cote 
rJ1Azur 
Corse  1  67 




TOTAL  24  5.407  ~  8.4~  97  18.393  172  47.960  Jo9  64,78+  1215  64.435 
I  RELAID  ITALIA  LUXEIIBOORG  IEOERUIIl  PORTUG4L  UliTm  XII!DOft 
l'l 
~i 
;  ....  ~ ..  ...,  .. 
~~ 
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o_:  -o  0  ..,  ..  c:  ...  ..  ...,  .,  .,  ..  .  c  - ..  0  ..  0  •  g  ~~  .  ........  ., 
~~ 
........  ........  i  i 
.., ....  '&  il  i 
c:  ........  .... ... 
-"'  - c  i  -"  :c  ~  :;;:  :;  i  :c  "  ...  ~  ..  ....  <  f  ...,  I! 
"' 
'io  l!  0::  !  ~  ""  ..  "'  !=  .,.  ...  .n  ""  "  "'  "'  ~ l;  ..  .,.  ""'  "'  ...  ,-
I 
'Oon"'Jl!l  4  1.03  Piooonto  2  1.551  Luxu- - - Groolngon  - - Entre  I  or-\h  5  1,113 
1  1.50  Valle  bour9  7  3,052 
.Uorth-~ost  - - Frloshnd  1  245  Douro  e 
d1 Aosta  "' ... 
orkshl ro- a  1,301  lorlh-tast  g  5.39  Liguria  1  1,681  Oreotho  - - uoborsi de 
~ ..  t  Loabardla  7  5.086  Tras-os  5  595  2  60  Trent\ no- Over\jssel  - - Montes  East- 10  2.226 
XI dlands  3  2.38  Alta  AdiQ  6  3.277  Gel derlanc  5  836  8elra 
~ldlaods 
"cast  11  2.80 
Veneto  8  5.926  Lit oral  14  5.117  art-
Frlull- U\rocht  1  S2  oglla  13  2.565 
XI <Nest  ~  1.33  Venez~a G.  1  1.386  Koord- Belra 
Eo ilia-
2  381  Interior  2  1,109  outh-Eut  13  2.967 
South-East  9  5.24  33  8,894  Holland 
Roaagna 
Zuld- Rlba\ejo  18  10.887 
outb-Vest  4  801 
South-Yost  6  1.918 Toscana  5  2.433  6  2,896 
U111brh.  3  4.172  Holland  •  Oeste  ost- s  1.563  Multi- - - Harohe  6  6.679  Zoe land  3  485  Alentejo  8  2.203  ldlands 
reqlonal 
Lazlo  15  17.053  ~or\b-Ves\  4  922 
Ca11pani •  4  4,123  Noord-
3  930 
Alqarve  3  ~2 
Abruzzi  2  1,510  Brabant  A  coree  2  400  ales  4  m 
Hal i se  - - Ll•bur9  cot land  28  5.869 
I 
5  1.595  Hade ira  3  858  Pug\ Ia  8  7,694 
Basi Ilea\  5  6.687  Z.IJ.  1  370 
orthern-
Pol dors  Ireland  14  3,515 
Ca labri•  4  5,681 
S  I ci 1  i a  1  1.374  Inter~  - "ulti- - - - SardeQna.  - - reg\ ona le  EtQional 
~ulti- 9ebi eden  - - regi anal i 
_TOT~ 
~9  22.21  111  8  5.207  - - 27  7.790  62  24.763  108  23.315 
~ DIRECT  MEASURES 
Reg\ anal  breakdown  by  Masher  State of projects  fl nanced  by  the  Gul dance  Sod\  on  - Regu lat  1  on  (EEC)  No  355/77  - Years  1978-1986 
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~6  7,873  .6st  fo•· 
Staroh ..  l  45 
•lcskl 
Stork;-
1,  503  ch hswi 9- 91 
~olsh\D 
5  ~burq 
5,948  llilader- 101 
achsen 
74  12.239  boohaYn  ~reoon  15 
Vest  for  211  39.1,11  ~ardrhotn- 69 
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Gr~nland 
1 02  ~oh  hod- 77 
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18  709  I lo-de-
•  FF'"I.nct 
3.623  Ol••pagno 
Ardelllles 
29  596 
Plcardh 
•  lla.t ... 
1.586  Konnndl~ 
Centre 
19.590  !lass•· 
loraand1 e 
19.113  Baurgogno 
Rord-Pas-
21,211  de..C.la It 
Lorraine 
Ahaen 
















26  10.734  Storua 
11  3,010  0\tlkl 
31  8.393 
15  6.788 





15  ~.891,  A""tollkl 








4.134  Koatrlkl 
5,686  1\al:odoola  36 
2  1,125  Ol\lkl  5 
ilakedoolo 
46  20,715  lplros  18 
4  7  22.279  Kootrlkl 
13  5,1,14  Shrea 
104  25.241  Thos,.]la  2~ 
43  12,269  Krltl  15 
14  7,295  Kult\-
44  18,474  rf<llonaux 
8 
Auvorgno  7  ~.605 
Laoquodoc  359  92.1 H 
Roussi lloa 
Provence-
























15.58  Madrid 
C..stllla· 
















Ceulo  y 
Mel I lla 
Canar\as: 
( 1000  EUA/ECU) 
14  3.171 
4  450 
2  4!9 
8  1,280 
9  1,853 
~  1,072 
6  2.561 
11  4,810 
13  2.604 
'  1.198 
3'  12.463 
21  8,998 
'  658 
7(  18.369 
3,659 
1  150 
TOTAL  25<  lf9.331  268  46.964  948  200,149  048  321,576  231  256.75:: 
!RELAID  IT  ALIA  LUXEil!lOURG  NEDERU.IO  PORTUGAL  UNITED  KllfDOM 
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I 
illonoqa 1  32  12.341  PlBionh  26  13.253  Luxn ...  14  2,635  Groo\ ngeo  4  932  Entre  ;  orth  36  6.895 
Vallo  bourg  7  3,834  Dour-a  e  7  3,05C 
ilorlh-Vost  10  4.634  Friesland  orkohlr•·  d1Aosh  6  1.8'>2  Klllilo  54  10,155 
lorth-East  65  28.626  l\IJUrla  5  •.m 
Or ...  th•  2  231  ~OM  I do 
Tni-os 
Vest  31  14,8+8 
loabardla  31  27.036  OTCrtjnol  12  2,298  Mont ..  5  595  ~st- 53  12.531  TrMtloo- tlfloads 
Htc!lancls  23  n.m Alto  Adlg  73  32.39'  Golder! an  41  6,076  Belr>  H  5.117  v  ..  et.  71  34.084  Lltonl  ~st- 61  13.135 
East  Utr~~<:ltt  7  1,595  ~lh  57  18,698  Fl'loll- 3  5.638  ..  llotra 
Hldvut  28  8,302  v  ..  ezla 6  Rocrd- 26  10.094  2  1,109.  outb,.Eut  68  14.099 
Eallla- Uo11and  111'1:.-tor 
So.th-£ast  61  22.117  204  65..720  outb-\lost  52  11.210  a-91111  Zuld-
124.198 
Rlbahlo  18  10,887 
Soutb-Vost  52  17.550  T.,.,., ...  74  11.sn.  Holl&Dd  62  •  Oato  ost- 34  Ullbrta  +3  17.576  tdlondo  8,698 
llvltl- +  2.+01  llarc:ho  57  36.772  Zoo land  25  2.012  Ahnh]o  8  2,203 
reqlonal 
Lazlo  97  54.163  Al~rv•  3  ~2  ~b-Vost  28  6.025 
Roord-
Cupula  27  49.366 
Brabant  37  9.077  ahs  31  7.132 
Abrunl  31  31.327  A  cores  2  400 
Moll se  %  3.593  Llaburq  16  3.701  illldo!ra  3  858  cot land  183  29.382 
Puqlla  1+5  47.339  z.rJ.  or\  bam·  110  26,211 
Basi llc.t  27  32.603  Poldort  2  lt96  Ireland 
Calabrl•  40  ~6.830 
~ultl- Slci lia  51  4-8.605  lntor- 2  391 
Sardoguo  45  35.509  req\ on• to  2  230  eql ana 1 
Multi-
18  19.252 
gob\ •d•n 
reg\ onal I 
I 
\.  TOTAL  363  143.955  7R  62'>.022  J.l  2.635  243  64.834  62  24.763  718  ,.  5.864 \ 
\  DIRECT  MEASURES 
\ 
lsprovuent of aarket\ng  structures - Regulat\ on  (EEC)  No  355/77  - Year  1986 
(1000  ECU) 
BELGI!llE/BELGIE  OAIIIARK  DEUTSCHLAND  ELLAS  ESP  AliA  FIWIC£ 
SECTOR  Number  Aid  Nu1be  Aid  Nuob81  Aid  Nu•b•  Aid  ~Uib81r  Aid  NU1b81  Aid 
~ro•  granted  pro:  gr.nted  pro-
granted  pro-
gr.nted 
~ro- gr.nted  pro-
granted  jects  jecta  jecta  jech  ec:t.  Jects 
I, Mil kproduch  - - - - - - 5  16,182  9  1,568  - -
II,HNt  5  1,673  13  2.6~5  2  1.028  - - 32  15.770  25  11,930 
III,Wine  .  .  .  .  37  6,644  5  3.717  14  3.011.  68  10,293 
I  V.frult  and  vogetabl ea  6  1,979  3  608  15  3.406  14  27.038  78  23,241  44  11,688 
V  ,Fl overs  and  plants  .  .  - - 5  2.258  1  1.185  6  1,371  1  m 
V  !,Fishery products  2  120  28  2.972  9  950  7  827  18  4,680  12  <.261 
VII.Cereals  It  363  1  26  22  2.511,  .  - 21  2.920  2  1,889 
I 
VIII.Anloal  feed  .  - 3  1.607  - .  - - 1  146  - -
1  x,Saeds  4  700  2  116  5  1,060  2  5,738  1  373  10  '>.525 
x,Eggs  and  poultry  2  474  1  29  - .  6  7,263  19  6.955  - -
XI,Ollve  Oil  - - - - - - 2  501  ' 
35'>  .  . 
XII,Tobacco  - - - - - - 7  2.333  - - - -
Xill,other  1  98  3  If 51  2  533  - - 12  ••  043  10  3.260 
TOTAL  AID  GRANTED  24  5.407  5'  8,1t5'  97  18.393  49  5+.78<  215  M,435  172  +7. 960 
I 
TOTAL  INVESTMENT  26,348  66,423  88.803  136.070  286,150  20R,335 
IRELAHO  I  TALl A  LUXEHBOORG  HEDERLAIV  PORTUGAL  UNITED  KllOOOH  TOTAL  % 
of 
SECTOR  Number  Nuober  Nuobe  umber  Nuabe  Nu1ber  ua-
AId  sec-
Aid  Aid  Aid  Aid  Aid  Aid  ber  tors  pro-
granted  pro- granted  pro- granted  ro- granted  pro- granh< pro- granted  grante< 
jeds  jects  ]acts  ects  jects  ects  pro-
lhrl 
I.  Hll kproducts  - - 3  6.191  .  - - - 1  m  - - 2~  2~.915  6,1 
II.  Meat  20  12.435  8  7.534  - - 5  2.155  12  5,733  23  6,471  145  57,380  18,1 
Ill. Wine  - - 5  2.658  - - - - 3  853  - - 132  27.179  7,3 
IV,  Fruit  and  vegetables  7  2.1111  59  35.032  - - 11  3,761  21  9,555  18  3,695  276  123.144  33,0 
V,  Flovers  and  plants  - - - - - - - - - - 1  441  14  5,369  1,4 
VI.  Fishery  products  5  1,452  11  7,162  - - 7  1,204  9  3,085  21  M25  129  30.138  8,1 
VII.· Cereals  1  455  15  11.529  - - - - 4  877  18  3,528  88  24,201  5,5 
VIII.  Anhal  Feed  2  1,993  - - - - - - - - 1  324  1  4,070  1,1 
IX.  Seeds  - - 3  1,711  - - 1  463  - - 1  88  29  14,774  4,0 
X,  Eggs  and  poultry  7  2.319  1  1,624  - - 3  207  1  392  12  2,444  52  21.707  5,8 
XI.  Olive  Oil  - - 2  2,026  - - - - - - - - 8  2.881  0,8 
X  II, Tobacco  - - 3  7,561  - - - - 1  1,983  - - 11  11.871  3,2 
XIII,  Other  7  1.418  1  1.079  - - - - 4  1,311  13  2,893  53  15,086  4,0 
TOTAL  AID  GRANTED  49  22.213  111  85.207  - - 27  7.  790  62  24.763  108  23.315  968  312,721  100,0 
I 
TOTAL  INVESTMENT  71  •• 268  268,756  - 62.217  53.187  120,149  1,388. 706 0  I  RECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  9 
laproveaent  of •arketlng structures -Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  -Yeats 1978  - 1986 
(1000  EUA/ECll) 
I 
BELGIWE/BELGIE  OANMARK  DEUTSCHLAND  ELLAS  ESPANA  FIWICE  I  SECTOR  Nuabo1  Nuobe1  Nu•ber  Nuab111  Nuaber  Nuab11 
I 
Aid  Aid  Aid  Aid  Aid  Aid 
pro- granted  pro- granted  pro- granted  pro- granted  pro- granted  pro- granted 
)ects  jech  }acts  jects  jects  }ecb 
I.  HII kproducts  25  5.586  17  3.597  65  29.965  21  30. sao  9  1.568  16  7.1147 
I 
II.  Heat  73  15.565  73  18.~07  51  16.384  13  43.693  32  1  s. 770  1~5  82.251 
I 
Ill,  lUna  - - - - 272  43,167  30  20.623  H  3.0H  ~9  92.325 
IV,  Fruit and  vegetables  59  13_030  16  2.707  161  37.153  70  62.528  78  23,241  290  77.570 
v.  Flovera  and  plants  3  255  11  2,321  29  8.213  3  5.258  6  1.371  8  z.m 
VI.  Flahary  product.  19  2.133  107  10,077  47  4.512  17  3,867  18  4.680  36  9,719 
VII.  Cereals  31  ~o •.  m  4  256  196  25.916  13  47 .~6+  21  2.920  20  10.611 
VIII.  Aalaal  feed  2  961  11  4.2~  - - - - 1  146  - -
IX.  Saeda  12  1.370  11  2.073  69  13,651  3  7.665  1  373  49  19.m 
X.  Eggs  and  poultry  15  2,489  9  1,103  4  1.671  10  10.529  19  6.955  3  902 
XI,  Oliva  Oil  - - - - - - 28  10.668  4  35\  10  1,632 
XII,  Tobacco  - - - - 1  169  22  13.307  - - - -
XIII.  other  15  3,127  9  2.169  53  19.349  1  572  12  4.043  62  1M97 
I 
TOTAL  A  10  GRANTED  254  ~9.330  268  ;.5,9M  948  200.150  231  256.7~  215  64,435  1,048  321.m 
I 
I  TOTAL  INVESTMENT  274.945  345.363  1.032.509  602.629  286.150  1,351.180 
L 
IRELAIIO  ITALIA  LUXEHBOORG  NEOERLAIIO  PORT\IGAL  UK !TEO  K  I  NCDOH  TOTAL  % 
of 
SECTOR  Nu•ber  Aid  Numbe  Aid  Number  Aid 
Number  AId  ~umber  AId  Hueber  Aid  Hua- Aid  sec-
pro- grante  pro- granted  pro- granted  pro- granted 
pro- granted  pro- granted  ber  grantod  tors 
jocts  jects  )acts  jeds  ects  }ects  l~ro-
act 
I.  Mllkproducts  51  15,602  69  38.162  - - 1,1  12.665  7  974  58  14.315  385  160.921  8,3 
J 
II.  Meat  116  71.472  ••  39.+91  - - 61  12.186  12  5.733  159  49.561  TI9  370.521  19,0 
Ill,  Wine  - - 173  87.688  12  2.1,02  - - 3  853  - - 913  250.07l  12,8 
IV,  Fruit and  vegetables  13  6.123  321  228.406  - - 60  20.716  21  9.555  75  11,395  .170  492.821  25,3 
V.  Flowers  and  plants  2  356  1  2,169  - - 16  12.049  - - 4  586  83  35.321  1,8 
VI.  Fishery  products  49  17.020  88  +7.907  - - 29  3.249  g  3.085  148  16.602  567  122.851  6,3 
VI f.  Cereals  36  6,720  148  67.956  - - - - 4  877  102  22.960  575  1  90.09l  9,9 
VIII.  Anini  Feed  25  11.598  10  10.123  1  23  - - - - 24  2.554  74  . 29,65!  1,5 
IX.  Seeds  1  70  6  2,17'  .1  211  11  1,035  - - 23  2.040  187  S0,1i(  2,6 
X.  Eggs  and  poultry  39  8.746  1  1,624  .  - 25  2.931  1  392  58  12,068  184  49.41(  2,5 
XI.  Olive  Oil  - - lo1  28,553  - - - - - - - - 83  41.20  2,1 
XII.  Tobacco  - - 49  52,586  .  - - - 1  1.983  - - 73  68.04'  3,5 
X  Ill.  Other  25  6.m  21  18.172  - - - - 4  1.311  57  13.725  269  85,211  4,4 
TOTAL  A  10  GRANTED  363  143.953  978  625.020  14  2,636  m  64,831  62  24.753  718  1+5.856  !:1342 1,946.276  100,0 
TOTAL  IHVESTMENT  495.750  .890.958  11.922  511.>59  53,187  117.322  7, 573.374 DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  10 
Applications  for  ald  by  year- Guidance  Section- Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77- 1986 
Projects  submitted  Projects  definitely  lodged  . 
Nuaber  of  Number  of  Number  of  Numbe1•  of  Projects  financed 
MEMBER  STATES  Total  projects  projects  projects  projects  Total 
number  withdrawn  unaccep- not  comply- rejected  owing  Total  Investment  Number  AId  granted  Total 
or  no  longer  table  lng  with  to  lack  of 
( 1000  ECU)  (•ooo  ECU)  lnvestlaent 
needed  conditions  funds  (•ooo  ECU) 
BELGIWE/BflGIE  116  5  2  - 85  111  14-6.131  24- 5.407  26.348 
DAN MARK  152  6  - - 92  146  203.042  54- 8.454  66.423 
OEUTSCHLAI«J  180  10  5  1  67  170  241.879  97  18.393  88.803 
ELLAS  66  2  - - 15  64  175.102  49  64.784  136.070 
ESPANA  473  2  10  4  24-2  471  602.483  215  64.4-35  286.150 
FRANCE  305  10  3  I 
5  115  295  401.218  I 
172  47.960  206.335 
IREUII) 
I  90  7  - 2  32  83  14-4.983  49  22.213  74-.268 
IT ALIA 
I 
195  7  13  2  62  188  539.14·4  111  85.207  268.756 
LUXEMBOORG  1  - - - 1  1  1.227  0  - -
NED£RLAI{}  59  - - - 32  59  155.526  27  7.790  62.217 
PORTUC14L  180  - 6  8  1W.  180  176.718  62  24.763  53.187 
UNITED  KIHIDOK  3W.  23  - - 173  281  313.884  108  23.315  120.H-9 
1  TOTAL  2.121  72  39  22  1.020  2.049  3.102.337  968  372.721  1.388.706 
- -DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  11 
Payments  made  up  to  31.12.1986  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
( 1000  EUA/ECU) 
I  YEAR  BELGIQUE/  DANMARK  OOJTSCIILA Ill  EllAS  ESPAGNE  FRAICE  IRElAND  IT ALIA  LUXEMBtliRG  NE!IRLAND  PQR1\IG\l  UICITED  TOTAL 
-
BELGIE  KINtDlM 
1978  3.248  2.837  16.334  - - 16.9'11  4.275  19.476  178  3.852  - 10.550  71.661 
1979  4.,186  3.039  15.009  - - 21.007  3.838  38.471  202  5.491  - 8.764  100.007 
1980  4.863  3.922  20.775  - - 32.398  11.762  42.606  - 6.301  - 10.640  133.267 
1981  4.780  +.349  21.965 
I 
8.209  - 30.614  n.zos  4-4.145  48  11.900  - 12.387  152.602 
1982  +.768  +.602  22.356  +.+15  - 28.606  11.4-41  48.807  111  6.202  - 1D.84+  1+2.152 
1983  4.817  4.099  20.655  9.267  - 26.522  10.JIS  39.156  774  7.660  - 10.665  133.990 
1984  lt.092  3.249  11.717  9.475  - 15.879  5.456  16.859  654  2.924- - 9.361  79.576 
l  I 
1984- - I  134  i  - - - 8/f2  503 
I 
1.  737  - 316  - 456  3.988 
(fln.en18'0  I  I  1985  2.-m  3.836  I  13.136  1.150  - 10.065  5.23J,  11.070  113  2.875  - 4.821  54.673 
1986  - 272  939  - - 208  98  1.190  - 773  - 570  ~.Ofil 
GRAND 
33.127  30.339  14-2.896  32.516  183.052  TOTAL  - 67.177  263.517  2.090  ~8.294  - 79.058  882.066 
-'----- - -1---. .---- -· ·---·-.---
I  Aid  granted 
to  projects  financed  BELGIQUE/ 
for  the  In  BELGIE 
Vll<~r 
1978  1978  (*)94,42 
1979  1979  (*)94,81 
1980  1980  {*) 99,85 
1981  1981  93,10 
1982  1982  87,17 
1983  1983  84-,83 
1984  1984- 73,17 
1984- 1985  0,00 
1985  1985  28,~0 
1986  1986  0,00 
..  . .  . .  .  (*)  a 












UNIT£0  KIN!DOH 
TOTAL 
Situation  by  Member  State  of  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  completed  not  carr! ed  out 
2~  155  1 
268  177  5 
948  687  16 
240  63  11 
215  - -
1,()4.8  513  16 
363  181  21 
978  m  123 
14  8  1 
m  135  10 
62  - -
718  465  37 
5.351  2,862  241 
l 
Projects 















~  -- -- --~-~-~--
-~-~------ ~--- ----~--
DAN HARK  OEU TSCHlAH[  ELL AS 
(*)  82,99  *)  95,50  -
(*)  94,75  *)  92,03  -
96,74- 91, .. 5  -
96,93  85,24- 87,4-3 
86,26  80,38  56,81 
85,83  74-,()4.  20,59 
79,73  63,93  33,12 
42,52  0,00  0,00 
46,75  45,40  2,37 
3,63  5,27  0,00 
...  pp 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
Rate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Payments  as %  of  com•lt•ents 
MEMBER  STATES 
ESPAGNE  FRANCE  IRELAND 
- 78,87  72,48 
- 88,40  66,08 
- 88,05  88,08 
- 90,61  82,37 
- 81,87  75,14 
- 72,81  51,16 
- 50,02  34,43 
- 30,21  44,83 
- 25,25  21,84-
0,00  0,82  0,4-4-
IT  ALIA  LUXEMBOURG 
67,33  (*)  89,11 
70,72  (*)  95,72 
72,95  (*)  0,00 
73,88  (*)  93,15 
62,~3  100,00 
59,4-3  73,29 
29,88  85,29 
30,10  -
10,83'  48,59 
1,40  -
ANNEX  12 
NEDERLAND  PORTUGAL  UNIT£0 
KINGDOM 
(*)  82,92  - 90,51 
85,69  - (*)83,12 
82,4-8  - 76,08 
(*)  97,20  - 91,20 
90,58  - 74-,74 
82,42  - 64-,31 
76,00  - 4-6,69 
54,00  - 49,59 
39,33  - 25,66 
10,85  0,00  2,44 ANNEX  13 
OJRlCT  ftUS\JRlS 
Regional  breakdo•n  by  ftcaber  Sl.te of  pro}ach financed  by  !he Guidance  Socii on- Ro9Ulallon  lo 17/61>/EEC- Toars  1961>-19U 
( 1000  UA) 
' 
BUGJOU(/Il(lGJ[  OJ.~!UIIl  [)[UJSCHl4lll  FRANC(  IREUID  JULIA  LUX£r.BOOR6  11[0£RLAIJ!J  UIIJJ[O  Xl~:DCII 
CO<ouol!y  Aid  Cooaunlty  Aid  Cooounlty  Aid  Co ..  unlty  Aid  Cc-a•unlty  Aid  Coocunlty  Aid  Coo:aunlty  Aid  Co=ounlty  Aid  Cc.oauolty  Aid 
re-glon  9ranied  region  granted  reg\ on  granled  regl on  gran\ ed  reo\ on  granted  regl on  granted  reg\ on  grcnted  n9\on  gran1 ed  regton  9f"infed 
lord  lia. 116  t•t  for  10.521  S<blesvlg- 52.ESO  Region  3.106  Donepal  5.5Z3  ~ord O.esl  31.798  Grand  Duchi  8.82  ~  ....  d  46.62%  Scotland  35.41i8 
Sloreb,.lt  Hohleln  parl sltnne  North-Yes!  2.939  loobardla  31.351  Oost  23.188  ~orth  6.963 
Sod  43.910  Vesl  for  ?8.371  Ha•hurg  2.487  Bass\n  51!.951 
~orlh-[  ..  t  6,9\7  lord [sl  111,818  Vest  45,600  lor\  hun- Slorob ..  J!  p1rh\e.a  26.225 
ar ....  8,383  Ireland 
l!r.banl  11.600  Grtnland  1.551  5ord  20,61>6  Vel\  2.491  [a  Ilia- 91.166  Zuld-Vest  4.222 
IUedcrsachsen  101.595  ftidlands  1.ns  Rongna 
Zuld  18.92  lorth-Vest  7.325 
Kultl- 5.831 
~ordrholn- 52.291  Est  21.553 
Centre  106.99\  Yorkshire- 11.698  Kulll- 12.156  regional 
Vestfalen  o  ...  t  93.61>6 
[u!  5.485  ft•l\1- BOB 
Huabers\de 
rt!iioi\Jl 
ftl dves!  ~.814  tulo  ~9.630  reo\onal 
Nessen  ".023  Sud-tl•est  48,59\ 
Caepan\a  20.02~  Vales  ~.331 
South-East  11.890 
Rheln1•nd-Pfah  ".170  Ceorlre  Est  55.850  Abruu\- 34.508  Vest -KI d1ands  6.070 
South-Vest  12.716 
B•der>- 71.881  Patd1terr:;anh  72.090  ~ol\st  East -fti dlands  6.126 
ll!lrllcoberg  o.o.K.  8.329  Mull I·  18.770 
Sod  120.9111  hsi-Anglla 
reg\ onal  8.906 
Bay<rD  109.728 
ftulll- 22.468  Sitllla  44.995  South-Vest  5.5H 
Sur1•nd  815  regi ona 1  Sardegna  7.327  South-[  or!  2.661 
Berlin  {Vest)  401 
"•111- 17.61>9  llultl- 9.749 
"•ltl- 15.039  regiiXIOl  regional 
regional 
TOTAl  135,.812  ,6.271  503.373  4o5.n2  73.320  668.161  8.852  139.395  134.61>2 
---- ------- - - ------------- ---- ----- ----- -0  I  RECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  14 
Payaents  made  up  to  31.,12.1986  (EUA)  under  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC 
I  YEAR  ·BElGIQUE/  DANKARK  OEUTSCHLAIJ  FRANCE  IRElAIIO  IT AliA  lUXEMBOURG  !®ERLAND  UNITED  TOTAL 
IIELGIE  I( 11100011 
1964- 700.945,00  - 2.4-77 0 091,00  1.239.610,00  - 2.4-02.608,00  - 774-.585,00  - 7.594-.839,00 
1965  754-.,467 .oo  - 4.425.619,00  2.820.969,00  - 3.497.330,00  275.000,00  1.571.338,00  - 13.350.123,00 
1966  3.144.330,00  - 9.889.276, 50  7.996.4-38,72  - 7.497 .711, 58  856.373,00  3.002.700,00  - 32.386.829,80 
1967  1.,907.374-,00  - 6.610.007. 00  4-.702.851,00  - 6.953.202,00  25.600,00  2.023.198,00  - 22.222.232,00 
1968  !  2;,429.4-29,00  - 7.478.915,00  5.825.649,00  - 9.537.394,99  13.700,00  2.991.971,00  - 28.277.058,99 
1968  lbls-11  3.984.221,46  - 16.317.551,00  10.412.711,19  - 11.132.848,28  800.000,00  4.480.372,00  - 47.127.703,93 
1969  I  463.847,00  - 2.391.611,00  2.077.846,00  - 1.667.638,44  - 714-.293,00  - 7.315.235,44 
1969  11-111-1  8.840o836,76  - 38.191.942,38  30.057.181,69  - 36.501.274,62  94.550,00  11.765.713,00  - 125.451.498,45 
1970  8.171.655.84  - 42.518.1,75,66  31.360.091,66  - 32.371.702  t 92  374.867,00  11.779.966,65  - 127.116.760,73 
1971  11.295.371 '78  - 53.817.395,33  39.514-.643,00  - 34.746.851,50  1.696.023,04  15.184.212,56  - 156.254-.497,21 
TOTAL  42.292.477,84  - 184.117 9881;,87  136.007.991,26  - 146.308.562,33  4-_.136.113. 04  54.294.349,21  - 567.157.378.55 
1964  to  1971 
1972  9.740.946,16  I  - 42.150.609,52  27.513.198,84- - 22.364.872.96  1.028.938,48  1 o. 595.238,22  - 113.393.804,18 
1973  10.044-.515,42  4.  707.319,98  41.787.977.70  24.500.367.52  4-.20.877,58  17.991.935,87  251.641,70  11.615.461,94- 15.337.420,89  131.757.518,60' 
1974  I  3. 785.094,35  3.163.046,05  24.881.306,17  13.272.707,90  2.634.393,79  8.599.607,12  67.524,54  5.319.4-10,77  6.425.798,81  68.148.889,50 
1974  f I  9.802. 812,88  6.275.690,6lt  23.781.856,32  20.673.~:)9,25  4.599.lf97 ,39  14.656.396,37  862.182,26  7.693.662,45  13.914.507,10  102.360.014,66 
1975  !  5.1t92.0ZO, 77  5.024& 172,63  29.128.856,96  16.878.744,02  3.082.1t80, 1i  9.219.879,68  14.962,00  9.269.520, 31  6.563.172,89  84.673.909,37 
1975  II  5.714.188,44  3.476.048,23  20.558.395,38  16.510.330,93  3.167.810,26  9.959.029,17  - 5.497.708,60  13.762.043,73  1B.B45.554,71-
1976  15.323.352,H I 9.919.962,57  61.068.107,23  33.,56~'oG3R,OO  11.05-';.2')3,62  23.884.32,.,17  96.02 3' 83  i 4.158. 510,23  17.845.512.84  187.025.082,96 
1977  11.884.448,31  8.252.360, 74  57 .625.~97  7 771  31.840.665,95  7.  HB,  147 , 07  19.885.003,34  82~GD,37  2.365.742,79  15.ags.1i2,13  160.983.057,48  I 
1978  199.468, 5D I  - I  1.065.921,97  1.397.640,80  - 3.000.065,69  - -
.  I 
5.664.096,96  i 
1979  10.892. 5b'1,b2  1. gag.6ss, 95  27.1!.3.}61,22  9.397.9i7,54  2.237.385,34- 19.460.765,31  568.758,41  8.025.544,73  8.127.528,29  .  87.843.571.4-2 I 
!GRANO  TOTAL  125.171.886,76  42.808.289,80  513.410."175, !1  331.758.070,02  38.544.8'+5,16  295.331.442,01  7.108.223,63  134.8lt5.24-9,25  98.874.096,68  1.587.852.878,4-21 ~· 









UNITED  KINOOOn 
TOTAL 
Situation  by  He•ber  State  of  projects  financed 
Regulation  No  17/6~/EEC 
Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  COipleted  not  carried  out 
788  765  22 
1~5  143  2 
1.6~5  1.609  36 
1.049  992  54 
313  284  2~ 
2.414  1.744  658 
39  37  1 
513  485  27 
550  519  27 
7.4-56  6.578  851 
ANNEX  15 
Projects 










27 ANNEX  16 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/79-
Measure  for  forestry  In  certain  Mediterranean  regions  - 1980  - 1985 
MEMBER  STATES  Nu111ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  Investments 
projects  {ECU)  (ECU) 
FRANCE  21t  89.537.775  181.928.187 
IT ALIA  61  197.088.103  4-26.4-12.712 
TOTAL  85  286.625.878  608.34-0.899 
With  effect  from  1986,  decisions  for  award  of  aid  are  only  possible  under  IMP. Payunts  aade  up  to 31.12.1986  under  Regulation  (EEC)  lo 269/79 
Projects  for 
the year 
1980 
1980  & 1901 
1980  & 1982 
1980,  1981, 
1902  & 1983 
rocoaal taents 
1981,  1982 
1983  & 1984 
1985 
HEMBER  STATES 
FRANCE 
IT All A 
TOTAL 
flnarw:ed  In  TOTAL  FRANC£ 
1980  30.8~.166,6~  10.562.217,02 
1981  34.590.319,05  10.972.502,26 
1902  43.207.386,45  12.~4.945,  H 
1983  36.211.979,7 9  1  o. 51 o. 769,83 
1983  (4.168,49)  -
1981t  15,902.~6,01  9,621.087. 58 
1985  4,165.593,15  4.028.399,8~ 
GRAND  TOTAL  164,877.822,60  58,239,921,67 
----------------------- ---------~~-
Sl tuatl on  by  Meober  State of  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/79 
Projects  Projects  Projec:ts 
fl nanced  COipleted  not  carried out 
24  6  -
61  31  -
85  37  -
--











Projects  1 




Aid  granted to 

















Regulation  (EEC)  lo 269/79 
Rate  of par•ent of aid granted 
Paynnts as %  of coult.ents 
MEIUIER  STATES 
flnanc:ed  In 
FRAI«:£  ITALIA 
1980  93,81  86,63 
1981  89,28  85,37 
1981  (*)  92,37  53,62 
1982  - 80,22 
1982  81,61  84,76 
1983  - 77,21 
1983  - 82,31 
1983  - 66,65 
1983  76,53  -
1984  - 0,00 
1984  - 7,19 
1984  - 56,46 
1984  49,68  -




(*)  Balance  consists of outstanding pey11nts,  renunciations  and  cancellations ANNEX  18 
Pre}ects  avarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of the  EAGGF  In  1980  - 198~ under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1362/78  - Progra11e  for  the  accelaratlon  and  guidance  of  collective Irrigation 
works  In  the  Hezzoglorno 
Nuaber  of 
KEMBER  STATE  pro] ects  Aid  granted  Total  lnvestaents 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
ITALIA  6  265.4-35.108  755.981.752 ANNEX  19 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
Pay1ents  1ade  up  to  31.12.1986  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/78 
Projects  for  financed  In  the  vear 
1980  1980 
1980  1981 
1981  1981 
1982  1982 
1983  1983 
1984  1984 
GRANO  TOTAL 
Aid  granted 
to  projects 












38."s.1n,  73 
24.433.254,34 
150.016.305,74 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/78 
Rate  of  pay1ent  of  aid  granted 
Payaents  as %  of coamltaents 













38."5.174,  73 
24.433.254,34 
1so.o16.Jo5,  n 







50,57 ANNEX  20 
Projects  awarded  aid .by  the  Guidance  Section  of the  EAGGF  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78  -
Measure  to  l1prove  public a•enltlea  In  certain  rural  areas  - 1980-1985 
!!EMBER  STATES  Nu111ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvest•ents 
proj acts  (ECU)  (ECU) 
FRANCE  ~61  ::  b.m.~1  12~.359.707 
ITALIA  679  136.576.320  359.~69.82~ 
TOTAL  1.1;0  18 ••  063.661  4-83.829.531 
~lth effict fro•  1986 0  decisions  for  award  of  aid  are  only  possible  under  IKP. Payaenta  nde up  to 31,12.1986  1111dlr  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78 
Projects for  the  financed  In  TOTAL  FRAHCE 
ya.r 
1979  & 1980  1980  21.256,370,36  11,31%,753,38 
1980  & 1981  1981  19,66%.581,00  5.822. 575,93 
1981  & 1982  1982  20.016.534,04  5,695,m,JO 
1982  & 1983  1983  18.  558,8%1,~6  4,280,637,80 
reco ..  ltaents  1983  (2.273,63)  (2,273,00) 
recd.
9 :1\aents 
1984  2.993.119,81  1.299.345,%3 
1984  16,58  -
1985  1985  12.498,259,36  2,923, 783,78 
GRAIIJ  TOTAL  94.98%,%48,98  31.m,1s7,02 




-~-·- -· --·-·- -·--·--- - --
Situation by  lleaber State of proJects financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  lo 1760/18 
Projects  financed  Pra}ec:ts  Projects 
coapllll:ecl  not  carrl ed  out 
461  279  13 
679  258  21 
1,1%0  537  n 
--- ----- ··------ --·-
--
01 RECT  MEASURES 
(ECU) 
!TAU A 
















569  J 
--
Aid  gnated In 











Regulation  (EEC)  llo 1760/78 
Rate  of  pay111nt  of a\ d granted 
Payunts as ~ of c-lt••ts 
~ 
financed  In 
IIEKBER  STATES 
FRAil:E  ITALIA 
1980  9~,75  -
1980  92,88  72,00 
1981  (*)  94,%3  6.,58 
1981  88,91  64,75 
1982  95,50  71,03 
1982  - 71,11 
1983  8%,93  57,01 
1983  95,44  52,53 
198%  50,93  13,93 
1985  22,43  25,40 
-- L  ---
(*)  Balance  consists of outstandl119  pay ..  nts,  rMunclatlons  and  cancellations ANNEX  22 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of the  EAGGF  In  1986  under  R!9ulatlon 
(EEC)  No  ~58/80 - Restructuring  of  vineyards 
r£11BER  STATES  Nueber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvest1ents 
projects  (ECU)  (ECU) 
FRANCE  39  1B.B~6.5H  n1.1a3.690 
HALlA  7  ~58.  3M  7.536.362 
DEUTSCHLAND  1  758.600  19.838.593 
TOTAl  H  20.063.511  26B.558.M5 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  +58/80  - 1981-1986 
MEMBER  STATES  Nu11ber  of  AId  granted  Total  lnveshents 
projects  (ECU)  (ECU) 
FRANCE  21~  89.696.657  1.127.996.3~8 
HALlA  56  10.~03.609  1.1.607.731 
OEUTSCHlAil  12  ~.283.117  98.106.519 
TOTAl  282  1~.383.383  1.367.110.658 ANNEX  23 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  In  1986  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1938/81  -Measure to  !•prove  public  a•enltles  In  certain  less-favoured 
areas  of  the  Federal  Republic  of  Ger1any 
MEMBER  STATE  Nu1ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvest•ents 
projects  {ECU)  {ECU) 
llllTSCHLAil  25  5.865.638  21.135.380 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1938/81  • 1982-1986 
MEMBER  STATE  Nu1ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnveshents 
projects  (ECU)  (EQJ) 
DEUTSCIUIO  14-2  41.608.349  146.517.478 ANNEX  24 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
Pay1ents  1ade  up  to  31.12.1986  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1938/81 
HEIIBER  STATE 
(EaJ) 
!Projects for  the  financed  In  DEUTSCHlAND  year 
1982  1982  5.238.562.77 
1983  1983  8.522.522,2~ 
198~  198~  5.527.582.~1 
1985  1985  3.010.~59,57 
1986  1986  508.179.13 
GRAND  TOTAL  22.807.306,12 
Situation  by  Helber  State  of  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1938/81 
Projects  Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  completed  not  carried  out  In  progress 
OEUTSCHLAtll 
Ald  granted  to 
IIEHBER  STATE  1982  pro j ects 
DEUTSCHLAIIl  55,19 
142  64 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1938/81 
Rate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Payments  as %  of  commitments 
A  I  d granted  to  A  I  d granted  to 
1983  pro} ects  1984  pro} ects 
65,33  60,26 
1  71 
Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted to 
1985 projects  1986  projects 
59,16  8,66 ANNEX  25 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of the  EAGGF  In  1986  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1~3/81 - Measure  to  laprove  the  processing  and  aarketlng  conditions  In  the 
cattlefood sector  In  Northern  Ireland 
IEHBER  STATE  tluaber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvestaents 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
UNITED  KIIIIDOM  3  1.095.215  2.190.676 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  Ro  1~3/81 - 1981-1996 
MEMBER  STATE  Nu111ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvesbents 
projects  (ECU)  (ECU) 
UNITED  KIIGOOH  26  7.851.992  17 .9,.9.611 ANNEX  26 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
Pay1ents  1ade  up  to  31.12.1986  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  19~3/81 
(EaJ) 
Projects  for  the  financed  In  UNITED  KINOOOM 
. vear 
1981  1981  1.~36.~23,74 
1982  1982  1.2M.158,70 
1983  1983  763.1~.66 
198~  1984  981.099,00 
1985  1985  190.568,55 
1986  1986  -
GRANO  TOTAL  4.63S.~Oo\,65 
Situation  by  Me~ber State of  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  19~3/81 
MEMBER  STATE  Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  COllpl eted  not  carr! ed  out 
UNITED  KINOOOII 
Aid  granted  to 
IIEIIBER  STATE 
1981  projects 
UNITm  KINa:IOII  93,46 
26  14 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  19~3/81 
Rate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Pay•ents  as %  of  co1mlt1ents 
-
Aid  granted  to  I  d granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
1982  pro! ects  983  projects  1984  projects 
(*)  96,87  53,05  62,~9 
(*)  Balance consists  of  outstanding  pay1ents 
Projects 
In  progress 
12 
Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
1985 projects  1986  projects 
31,88  0,00 ANNEX  27 
Projects  awarded  ald  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2968/83- Collective  Irrigation  operations  In  Greece- 198,.-1985 
IIEIIBER  STATE  Nu1ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  I  nvestlents 
projects 
(ECU)  (EaJ) 
ELLAS  ,.  16.083.230  .6.16 ••  199 
Vlth  effect  fro•  1986,  decisions  for  award  of  ald_are  only  possible  under  IIIP ANNEX  28 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
Pay1ents  1ade  up  to  31.12.1986  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2968/83 
(EQJ) 
Proj ets  for  the  financed  In  ELUS  year 
198~  198~  3.972.897,11 
1985  1985  403.042,33 
GRAN)  TOTAL  ~.375.939," 
Situation  by  He1ber  State  pf  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2968/83 
11EHBER  STATE  Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  co111pl ehd  not  carr led  out 
ElLAS  4  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2968/83 
Rate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Payments  as  ~ of  coamltments 
MEMBER  STATE  AId  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
1984  projects  1985 projects 
ELLAS  ~1,33  20,89 
-
PrGjects 
in  progress 
4 ANNEX  29 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  In  1986  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1941/81  - Integrated  develop•ent  for  the  less  favoured  areas  In  Belglua 
Nu1ber  of  Aid  granted  Total  investaents 
HEHBER  STATE  projects 
(Eill)  (Efll) 
BELGIIIIE/IlEI.GI E  4  331 .. 434  Q46.956 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1941/81  - 1985-1986 
HEMBER  STATE  Nuaber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvest•ents 
projects  (ECU)  (ECU) 
BELGICIJE/BELSIE  6  424.933  1,.214.096 ANNEX  30 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
Pay11nts  1ade  up  to  31.12.1986  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  19~1/81 
(ECU) 
Projects  for  the  financed  In  BELGIGJE/BELGIE 




1985  1985  94.050,93 
1986  1986  70.580,98 
GRAND  TOTAL  16~.631,91 
Situation  by  Hesber  State  of  the  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  194-1/81 
Projects  Projects 
financed  COiphted 
6  2 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  194-1/81 
Rate  of  pay1ent  of  aid  granted 
Pay1ents  as %  of  co••lt•ents 
Projects 
not  carr\ ed  out 
-
MEMBER  STATE  AId  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
1985  pro} ects  1986  projects 
BELGIQUE/IIELGIE  (*)  99,57  21,30 
(*)  Balance consists  of  outstanding  pay1ents 
Projects 
In  progress 
~ DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  31 
Payaents  aade  up  to  31.12.1986  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/78  and  2908/83 
(EUA/ECU) 
YEAR 
BELGIQUE/  OANI!ARK  IEJTSCIIUNO  ELUS  .  FRANCE  IRELAIIl  IT ALIA  LUXEIIBOORG  IIEDERUID  UIITm  TOTAL  BELGIE  ltltmO" 
1978  - 193.737  - - - 2.34-7.875  1.~8.325  - - 303.74-7  ~.393.684 
1979  168,.149  282.885  325,518  - 1.14-7.180  3.785.778  2.320.938  - - 4-.158.336  12.188.784 
1980  4-02.318  532.9311  514.082  - 1.746.607  3.238.226  3.~01.934  - 53~.035  3.693.162  1~.063.303 
!  1981  151.307  1.235,265  1.291.007  17J.m  2.676.362  3.838.875  3.112.918  - m.62o  It .083.733  17.340.864 
1982  136.625  1.731.716  2.226.666  2.464.372  4.999.767  4.868.54-7  3.650.812  - 1.420.185  5.200.099  26.698.789 
1983  1.731t .. 756  2.407.399  2.367.203  397.51.6  6.430.392  1.499.680  2.652.832  - 432.884  4.858.485  22.781.117 
1984  2.368.189  ~.474.230  1.495,514  1.022.329  6.7".151  1.047.902  3.001.196  - 678.323  6.030.132  26.862.026 
1985  1.935,617  4.11-12.261  3.382.219  780.856  5.004.220  416.728  582.855  - 269.917  2.605.237  19.389.970 
tiKANU 
TOTAL  6.896.961  15,270.432  11.602.269  4.838.880  28.n8.679  21.043.611  20.271.810  - ~.113.024  30.932.931  143.718.597 ---------- -,  ··-----·  ---~- -· ,. -.. ---- . ···-··--- ••--:.-·-·•-••  ,---1  ••- ._.  I"""'-··-'"""' ....  ..,..,£;..,""' 
1978  - 1986 
KEMBER  STATES  Projects  l  Projects  Projects 
financed  co1pleted  not  carrted out 
BELGIIIJE/IIlGIE  63  31  2~ 
DANKARK  639  ~63  170 
DEUTSCHLAIIl  232  151  78 
ELLAS  372  18~  179 
ESPANA  137  - 137 
FRANCE  ~95  2~3  236 
IRELAIIl  328  223  83 
I  TAll A  1.099  325  637 
NEOERLAIIl  139  52  n 
PORTUGAL  95  - 95 
UN ITEO  K  I  N(J)() H  716  636  120 
TOTAL  ~.375  2.308  1.839 
1852/78 
Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
MEMBER  STATES  1978  projects  1979  projects  1980  projects  1981  pro j ects  1982  projects 
financed  In  1979  financed  in  1980  fl nanced  i n 1981  financed  in 1982  financed  in 1983 
BELGIOOE/BELGIE  - 100,00  100,00  100,00  100,00 
OANIIARK  79,50*  - 100,00  90,00*  95,70*  90,55  (9) 
OEUTSCHlAf()  - 66,60*  86,78*  96,65*(4)  100,00  (10) 
ELLAS  - - - 68,32  (5)  93,95  (11) 
ESPANA  - - - - -
FRANCE  - 100,00  100,00  (1)  100,00  (6)  91 '15 
IRELAND  99,21)'t  96,35  89,00  (2)  88.60  91,27 
I  TALl A  86,~1  59,70*  95, n  (3)  76,36  (7)  62,04  (12) 
NEOERLANO  - - 93,00  82,00*  78, 71+ 
POOTUGAL  - - - - -
. IN !TEO  K  INGOOK  100,00  88,45*  99,59  96,00  (8}  98,00  (13) 
'  .  - - ..  __  ,L_ 
nee  cons 1  sts ot outstandl ng  pay .. .,, .... , 
(1)0f llhlc'39,6 % renunciations and  cancellations 
- -·- I  •  n!:  and cancellations  bf
1 
(2)  I  5,27 % 
(3)  n  29,00% 
~J :  5i:~i 
(6)  14,37 % 
(7)  whlcli9,88 % 
(8)  •  7,39% 
(9)  n  9,63 % 
(10}  :  7,911 
(11)  36,59 '% 
(12)  a  15,35% 
renunciations  and  cancellations 
• 
Projects 













AId  granted  to 
1  983and 184 (1) 
prejects flaanced 
In  1984 
63,30  (14) 
96,10 





31,03  (16} 




(14)  n  9,27 % 
(15)  •  11,95% 
(16}  :  5,23  ~ 
(17)  6,16 % 




~id granted to  Aid  granted  to 
184(2)and  185(1)  185(2)  and  1986 
projects  financed  projects financed 
In  1985  in  1986 
69,75  42,93 
86,67  26,64 
94,13  21.41 
25,00  4,36 
- -
52,93  11,14 
6~.35  1.92 
6,86  1,26 
27,62  - - -
52,87  6,01 
renunciations  and  cancellations 
I ANNEX  33 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGf  In  1986  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2908/83- Restructuring,  aodernlzatlon  and  development  of  fisheries  and  development 
of  aquaculture 
M£HBER  STATES  Hueber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvest1ents 
Projects  (Ecu){.) 
.. 
(ECU)(*) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  15  789.917  3.2~.239 
OAIMARK  225  7.199.~~  30.623.~9 
DEUTSCHLAND  102  7.582.~3  30.779.838 
ELUS  136  8.813.~71  26.~7.~ 
ESPAIA  137  22.055.~15  68.607.749 
FRANC£  181  16.900.292  80.508.332 
IREUIO  89  7.329.76~  20.505.618 
ITALIA  301  19.712.480  59.660.782 
IEDERUIO.  " 
~.659.798  18.87~.005 
PORTUGAL  95  s.o55.399  23~5.386 
UIIITEO  KIIIOOOM  2~0  15.373.730  65.155.223 
TOTAL  1.569  118.532.073  ~27.571.925 
(+}  lnstalllent  1985  2}  Rate  ECU  18.~.86 arad  23.05.86  {*J TnSfaT1enf 19B5l2J  RatetciJll.Of. 86 
Instalment  1986(1)  Rate  ECU  1.11.86  Installant  1986(1)  Rate  ECU  9.12.86 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2908/83  - 198~-1986 
MEMBER  STATES  Nueber  of  Aid  granted  Total  lnvest•ents 
Projects  (ECU)  (ECU) 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  51  9.012.355  36.~30.295 
OANIIARK  522  19.635.84-1  85.359.232 
OEUTSCHLAID  17~  13.685.~56  55.618.790 
ELLAS  262  19.737.592  ss.~78.9n 
ESPANA  137  22.055.415  68.607.749 
FRAICE  395  ~2.151.8~2  207.895.184 
IRELAilD  1H  12.533.839  35.962.398 
I  TAll A  802  60.815.514  185.622.763 
NEOERLAtll  1~  8.oss.261  32.788.065 
PORTUGAL  95  8.055.399  23.~5.386 
UN I  TEO  K  I  NWOH  527  35.152.147  150.963.990 
TOTAL  3.222  250.893.661  938.272.766 INDIRECT  MEASURES  IN  APPLICATION 
(Co11lhents  and  payments  up  to 31.12.1986) 
(•ooo  UA/EUA/ECU) 
I  MEASURES  ~ELGIOUE/  DAN HARK  DEUTSCH  ELLAS  FRANCE  IRELAND  IT ALIA  LUX£H- NEOER- UNITED  TOTkl. 
!  BELGIE  LAND  BOUR6  LAND  K  INCDOK 
I,  Genera I  1ocl o-1tructural 
(Otrtetlve  No  72/159/EEC 
(Regulation  (EEC)  Ho  797/85  28.047  56.990  218.049  508  109.073  47.177  17.225  2.285  93.273  275.693  848.32( 
Directive  No  72/160/EEC  - 13  198  - - - - - - - 211 
(Directive  No  72/161/EEC  162  - 5.172  - 1,429  282  - - 112  161  7.31( 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85  1.~  928  4.44-7  - 32.299  1.532  2.m  - 635  782  44.551 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85(art.O  - 12)  - 587  - - - - - - - - 68 
- - 2  - - - - - - -
TOTAL  I  29.713  58.618  227.858  ~8  m.8o1  48.991  19.649  2.285  94.020  276.636  901.08 
II.  o ass  st  en- avoureo  r!S!  ons 
(Ofr-ictlvlllo 75/268/EEC  22.111  - 11Q.II15  123,802  235.178  205.425  108.469  8.060  110  321.971  1.136.54 
(Regulation  (EEC}  No  797/85  - - 36.019  - - - - - - - 36.01 
RegulatIon  (EEC}  No  270/79  - - - - - - 215  - - - 21 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1944/81  - - - - - - 11.951  - - - 11.95' 
Directive  No  78/627/EEC  - - - - 52.040  - - - - - 52.04 
Dl rect Iva  No  79/173/EEC  - - - - z.m  - - - - - 2.84 
Directive  No  79/174/EEC  - - - - 1.230  - - - - - 1.23 
I 
Regulation  (EEC}  No  1940/81  - - - - 3.553  - - - - - 3.SS: 
Dlrtetlve  No  81/527/EEC  - - - - 60.797  - - - - - 60.79 
Directive  No  78/628/EEC  - - - - - 55.702  - - - - 55.70: 
Directive  No  79/197/EEC  - - - - - 2.968  - - - 4.651  7.61 
Regulation  (EEC}  No  1820/80  - - - - - 59.675  - - - - 59.67 
RegulatIon  (EEC}  No  1054/81  - - - - - 25.980  - - - 4.774  30.751 
ReQul at  I on  (EEC)  No  1939/81  - - - - - - - - - 8.897  8.89 
Regulatl011  (EEC)  No  1942/81  - - - - - - - - - 34.097  34.~ 
Regulation  (EEC)  Ho  1975/82  - - - 82.617  - - - - - - 82,61 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2986/83  - - - 3.233  - - - - - - 3.23 
Ragulatlon  (EEC)  Ho  2868/83  - - - - - - - - - - -
Regulation  (EEC}  No  895/85  - - - - - - - - - - -
Regulation  (EEC}  No  3828/85  - - - - - - - - - - -
TOTAL  II  22.111  - 1+6.434  209.652  355.645  350,7~  12J.635  8 060  110  37·L1!11l  .!iBLl[ 
"Tit.  ~tructura  connec  ea  v  tn eal'ket 
or2antzat Ions 
Regulatl on  (EEC)  No  1360/78  - - - - - - - - .  - -
Ragulatlon  (EEC)  No  1035/72  1.056  865  3.267  723  1.939  98  10.753  - 1,208  2.014  21.92 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  389/82  - - - 8.244  - - - - - - 8.n 
Regulation  (EEC}  No  1163/76  .  20  - - - 30.822  - 17,010  - - - 47.85: 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  456/80  - - - 2.520  120.209  - - - - .  122.72 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  451/80  - - - - - - - - - - -
RegulatIon  (EEC)  No  458/80  - - 2.028  - 11.m  - 1.574  - - - 15.516 
ReQulatlon  (EEC)  No  2511/69  - - - 347  420  - 36.955  - - - 31.722 
Directive  No  71/391/EEC  9.675  260  7.460  268  lt6.944  13.634  4.211  - - 4.796  81.248 
Decision  No  80/1096/EEC  - - - - - - - 109  - - 109 
I 
TOTAL  Ill  1  o. 751  1.125  12.755  12.102  212.308  13,732  70.503  109  1,208  6.810  34\403 
I 
IV.  Couon ..  asure fl nanced  by  tho  Guaran 
tee  Sect.l6~)and the  Gul dance  S.(4~ 
Regulation  lEEC)  No  1078/71  Co ..  ltllnt~  7.402  51.115  244.061  - H.667  16.281  - 1.399  25.205  84.608  ~9.738 
r 
(40  %}  Payaents  7,365  lt9,016  234,833  - 73,624  16.239  - 1.356  25.850  82,547  49~830 
v.  Flshe!I  Heasurn 
I 
Financed  unter  ltea 461  of the budget 
79'  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3796/81  - - 84  - 251  92  52  - - 316 
I 
I  TOTAL  I - V  Coaaltunt  69.977  110,858  631.202  222.262  790.672  429,846  210.839  11,853  120.543  742.760  3,34U12 
I  Payunts  69,940  108,759  621,m  222.262  784,629  429,804  210.839  11.810  121.188  740.S99  3,32\904  I 
I  Financed  unaer  nea 
I 
Directive  No  82/400/EEC(n/391/EEC)  2,084  35  434  627  9. 792  3.961  4.767  - - - 2'1.720 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1055/81  - - - - - - - - - - -
I 
Dec lsi an  No  80/1096/EEC  5.254  - 29.466  m  982  - 4.572  2  18.674  - 59,059 




TOTAL  7.338  35  29.902  770  10.714  3.981  31.162  2  18.674  101.631  I  -[-MEASURE  TOTAL 
1,01\ve and  olive oil  secto 
Art,13  R,130/66  s.ooo.ooo,oo 
il[LGIIJJ[J 
8(! Gi£  OU.'URK 
INDIRECT  MEASURES  COMPLETED 
(UA/ECU) 
0£\JTSCHUI{)  IR[L!/ll  lUl£~BWRG  K£D[RLAH0 
8.000.000,00 
2  j;'~~ it  a;;-d--~oget;lii~and  --------- -----------'----------r------------- ------------- ------------
,  o  11 ve  oil  sector 
i  Art.  4 R,130/66 
l'l,.OOO.OOO,OO  \!:,000.000,00 
;J~strudi.raisiir.vaiis________  ------------- ------------- ------------ --------------
R.?o/66  T.Jui.HH,oo  :S6.sa2,oo  1.511.51s,oc  1.011.594,00  l,ll0..030,00  11,896,00  Z68,89o,OO 
1 4;rrurt ·aiid ·veiiiiralile--sectii ------------- -------------- ------------- -------------
! Art, 13  R,  159/66  H/.~'1'1. '>.19,Dil  87.199.539,00 
l5~4t'rlca--s-viii&-r:&.,;;;;.------- --------------- ------------- ------------- -------------- -------------
1  R.  349, 56  1.1 •; 1.221, 9\  - •  . 
---·---------- ------------- -------------- --------------
3.151.121,9\ 
! 
(6.Pig  nu~be~~  ~u~~~Y----
I  R.  350/66  1.5<:~.000,00  111.R70,00  938.1GO,OO  1.013,8~,00  20.2~.00  111.870,00  1.40\.000,00 
\7 :~;;  ~~~bfc~-·~:a~;~~~------ ;::~~~:~~~~~r----:·---- ------------- -------------- --------------
----------------------------- -----------_L ____ -------- ------------- --------------- a., ntegrati on  of  Luxeabourg  --------------
•griculture  7.:<xJ.ooo,oo  7.~.000,00 
15.000.000,00 
.  ...R.5{.1/ZD.. ___________ ------------ ----------- ------------ -------------- ------------- -------------1--------
9.Slaughter of cows 
R,  1975/69  \7,>H.900,15  3,\08.1+5,3~  25.167.10Z,61  15,359,708,61  m.•oo.oo  153,798,58  2,267,"3,97 
10~Gr",;'bbl~-g--cTf;~itt;-~-f---------------- ---------------------- ----------
R.2517/69  J5.137.~.7Z  3.61l1,6JO,OC  10,\36,335,0\  8,983,168,97 
-·--------·---- -------- -----------
!11,087,0\  <.501."8,59  7.763,5/5,08 
----------------------- f------------- --------·----1--·-------
111.501,96  1,300,5\1,99  1,733,788, 95  618.364,59  3.666.341,78  20.610, 5I  300,55\,20  \18,061,06 
35.000,00 
------------ --------------- 1----------- ----------- --------------
1.154 .556, 69  H1.HQ,65  1.911.343,68  39.912.605,19 
1, 7HB.609, H8  7.35.', 39  60\.717,06 ANN£X  36 
INDIRECT  MEASURES 
Total  rel1burse1ents 
(details given  In  Annexes  37-56  - Measures  In  laplementatlon  and  at  Annex  35  -










UNITffi  KIRIDOII 
TOTAL 
Measures  coapleted) 
Re!1bursement  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
In  1986  from  the  beginning  of  the 
1easure  unt 11  31.12.1986 
10.955.569  86.691.638 
7.686.9"  111.873.574 
79.648.489  716.179.770 
78.532.264  197.280.182 
121.995.711  814.485.319 
49.411.557  418.465.437 
50.761.433  387.459.529 
1.833.929  19.759.111 
12.010.363  149.923.794 
65.826.467  780.826.078 
478.662.726  3.682.9".432 
Overall  situation, 
details  given  In  Annexes  5 and  55 
Retaburseaent  set  In  1986 
Advance  pay1ent  at  the disposal  of the  Meuber  State  at  1.1.'86 
Balance  of the  advance  payment  at  31.12.1986(advance  payaent 
carrIed  over)  · 
Advance  pay1ent  1ade  In  1986 
Total  payaent  1ade  In  1986 
* Fisheries 1tasure  (Reg.  3796/81)  Is  not  Included 




























UNITED  K  INOOOM 
TOTAL 
Re\1burse1ents  under  the soc\o-structural  0\rectlves 
(72/159- 160/161/EEC,  EEC/797/85 T\tle  I,  II  and  VII) 
(Deta\ls  shown  In  annexes  38,  39  and  40) 
Relabursetent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
fro•  the  beg\nnlng  of  the 
\n  1986  •easure  unt 11  31.12.1986 
6.586.n7  29.713.614 
7.080.659  58.617.734 
29.350.065  227.867.995 
327.455  508.126 
30.562.899  142.801.133 
125.896  48.990.256 
560.905  19.649.046 
601.964  2.284.1193 
9.584.352  94.019.638 
22.801.229  276.63 s. 736 
107.581.671  901.088.271 
ANNEX  37 












100,0 Directive lo  72/159/EEC 
Modernization  of  far•s 
Measures  provided  for 
MEMBER  STATES  Art.  8  Art.  10  Art.  11  Art.  12  Art.  13 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (~)  (5) 
BELGI!l!E/BELGIE  n.9so  151  20.351  829  -
DAN MARK  15.820  30  10.813  60  -
DEU TSCHLAill  ~3.201  228  27.21~  116  520 
ELLAS  66  - 7.037  - -
FRANCE  38.532  7.564  65.264  16.066  21 
IRELANJ  30.676  1.215  23.625  21  -
ITALIA  5.105  793  76.251  321  -
LUXEMBOURG  253  9  - 3  -
HEDERLAIC  21.611  100  - 959  59 
UNITED  KINIDOM  34.920 15.551  29.369  3  -
TOTAL  205.1~ 25.641  259.924- 18.378  600 
Fro•  the  beginning  of the 1easure  : 
(1)  Nu1ber  of  develop1ent  plans  approved 
ANNEX  38 
Relaburseaent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
from  the  be- %  of  total 
In  1986  ginning  of  the  at 
nasure unti 1  31.12.1986 
31.12.1986 
6.414.363  28.046.933  3,3 
6.151.091  56.989.692  6,7 
28.155.182  218.049.4-65  25,7 
327.4-55  508.125  0,1 
25.396.967  109.073.204  12,8 
- 47.176.811  5,6  - 17.225.227  2,0 
601.964  2.284.993  0,3 
9.345.665  93.272.653  11,0 
22.721.427  Zl5ti92...19.9_  32.5 
99.114.114  848.320.002  100,0 
(2)  Nu1ber  of  faraers  qualifying  for  the  pre1lum  for  changing  over  to  beef  and  veal  or  sheep1eat  production 
(3)  Nu1ber  of  far•ers  qualifying  for  aid  as  an  Incentive  to  keeping  accounts 
(4)  Nuaber  of  groups  qualifying  for  launching  aid  for  mutual  assistance  between  farms 
(5)  Nu1ber  of  land  reparcelllng  and  Irrigation projects 
Nu•ber  of  bene-
flclaries  fro• 
MEMBER  STATES  the  beginning 
of  the  measure 
BELGHlUE/BELGIE  184 
OEUTSCHLAIC  3.892 
FRANCE  2.484 
IRELAIIJ  112 
NEDERLAND  243 
UNITED  KINIDOM  244 
TOTAL  7.159 
Directive  No  72/160/EEC 
Cessatl on 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
from  the  beginning  of  In  1986  the  measure  until 
31.12.1986 
28.74-3  162.659 
621.006  5.171.791 
622.429  1.429.087 
12.234  281.766 
- 111.817 
11.~8  160.789 
1.295.960  7.317.909 








100,0 ANNEX  39 
Directive  No  72/161/EEC 
Training  and  lnfor1atlon 
Measures  provided  for  Rel1burse1ent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
MEMBER  STATES  Title I  Title  II  In  1986  fro1  the  be- %  of  total  at 
ginning  of the  31.12.1986 
(1)  (2)  1easure  until 
31.12.1986 
BELGIIliE/BELGIE  189  13.769  n3.n1  1.~.023  3,. 
OAIIWIK  12  4.194  230.051  928.52~  2,1 
DEUTSCIUIIl  847  23.582  374.169  ~."7.032  10,0 
FRAICE  63  399.100  •.su.so3  32.298.1J4.2  72,5 
IREUIJ  - 11.361  113.661  1.531.678  3,. 
· ITALIA  101  14.797  560.905  2.U3.B20  s.• 
EDERUIJ  26  1.348  238.687  635.168  1  •• 
UIITED  KJIIIXIII  331  1.246  68.255  782.m&  1.8 
TOTAL  1.569  H9.397  6.272.372  "·551.135  100,0 
Fro1  the  beginning  of  the  1easure  : 
(1)  Number  of  soclo-econoalc  councellors  trained  and  appointed 
(2)  Nuaber  of  faraer-tralnees  who  have  followed  a coaplete  course to  obtain  a new  professional 
qua 11 fl cat I  on 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85 
on  !•proving  the  efficiency  of  agricultural  structures 
Title  I : Syste•  of  lnvest1ent  aid  for  agricultural  holdings 
Measures  provided  for  by  Rellburs11ent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
MEMBER  STATES  Artlcl e 4  Article 7(1)  Article 7(2)  from  the  be-
In  1986  ginning  of  %  of  total 
(1)  (2)  (3) 
I~~:  i ~~~f~'2e.sf  at  31.12.86 
OAIIIARK  - 53  - 12.6n  12.61.  6,0 
OEUTSCIIUIJ  1~5  - 16  198.031  198.031  94,0 
TOTAL  145  53  16  210.M5  210.M5  100,0 
(1)  Number  of  Improvement  plans  approved 
(2)  Number  of  young  faraers  receiving  Installation aid 
(3)  Number  of  beneficiaries  of  the  additional  Investment  aid granted  to  young  farmers 
submitting  an  laprovement  plan  within  five  years  of  Installation ANNEX  40 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85 
on  Improving  the  efficiency  of  agricultural  structures 
Title  II  :Other measures  to  assist agricultural  holdings 
Measures  provided  for  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
HEIIBER  STATE  Article 9  Artlcl e 10  Article  11  Article 12  In  1986  from  the  be- %  of total  ginning  of 
the  measure  at  31.12.86 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  until n  .1 ZllS 
OOITSCHLAil  - 2  - - 1.677  1.677  100,0 
TOTAL  - 2  - - 1.677  1.677  100,0 
(1)  Nu1ber  of  holdings  receiving  aid to  encourage  the  keeping  of  accounts 
(2)  Nu1ber  of  groups  receiving  launching  aid  for  recognized  mutual  aid  groups 
(3)  Nu1ber  of associations  receiving  launching  aid  for  associations  providing  farm  relief services 
(4)  Nu1ber  of  associations  receiving  launching  aid  for  associations  providing  farm  management  services 
Title  VII  :Adjustment  of  vocational  training  to  the  requirements  of  modern  agriculture 
Measures  provided  for  Rei1burse~ent by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
Article 21,  Article  21,  Article  21,  Article  21,  ifro•  the be- %  of  total 
HEKBER  STATE  (2)(a).(b)  (2) (a)+(b)  (2)(c)  In  1986  ginning  of  (2) (a).(b) 
the  measure  at  31.12.86 
(1)  (2)  {3)  (4)  until 31.1486 
OAK !lARK  - - 1.198  - 686.903  686.903 
TOTAL  - - 1.198  - 616.903  686.903 
(1)  Number  of  farmers,  family  helpers  and  agricultural  workers  having  attended  courses  of  advanced 
vocational  Instruction  or  training 
(2)  Nu1ber  of  leaders  and  managers  of  producer  groups  and  cooperatives  having  attended courses  of 
instruction  or  training 
(3)  Number  of  farmers  having  attend  courses  of  further  training  needed  to  achieve  the  level  of 
vocational  training  referred  to  in  Article  7 of  the  Regulation 
100,0 
100,0 
(+)  Nu1ber  of  agricultural  training centres  having  received  aid  for  the  establishment  of  such  centres 
to  assist  less-favoured  areas Measures  to assist  less-favoured  regions 
(Measures  detailed  In  annexes  42  - 47) 
Relaburse.ent  set  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
ANNEX  41 
MEMBER  STATES  fro•  the  beginning  of  the  %  of total  at 










UNITED  K  INOOOM 
TOTAL 
2.513.321  22.110.876 
- 781.730 
37.487.872  146.434.804 
75.882.065  186.159.208 
63.436.423  3~.586.001 
49.051.244  333.648.7gfi 
47.964.208  110.500.278 
.  1.206.585  8.060.194 
- 110.150 
42.331.448  373.383.591 
319.813.166  1.,535.775.808 
Overall  situation, 
details given  In  Annexes  5 and  54 
Relaburseaent  set  In  1986 
Advance  pay1ent  at  the  disposal  of  the  He1ber  State at  1.1.86 
Balance  of the  advance  pay1ent  at  31.12.1986(advance  pay1ent 
carried  over) 
Advance  pay1ent  In  1986 
















291.523.062 ANNEX  42 
Directive  No  75/268/EEC 
Hill  faralng  and  less-favoured regions 
Measures  provided  for  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
(In  ECU) 
Title  II  Title  IV  In  1986  from  the be- %  of  total 
lt:HBER  STATES 
~Inning of  the  at 
(1)  (3)  (2)  (3)  measure  unt 11  31.12.1986 
31.12.1986 
BELGIIJE/BELGIE  11.696  1.075  2.513.321  22.110.876  2,0 
DEUTSCHLAil  153.244  ~  1.468.428  110.415.360  9,7 
EllAS  183.857  336  42.260.~6  123.802.090  10,9 
FRANCE  140.394- 1.456  31.719.223  235.177.927  20,7 
IRELAil  91.557  15.1~6  33.646.740  206.425.408  18,2 
IT ALIA  130.275  1.210  47.74-8.762  108.468.660  9,5 
LUX£11800RG  3.810  - 1.206.585  8.060.194- 0,7 
IEDERlAIIl  230  - - 110.150  • 
UNITm  KIIIIJOK  53.996  220  32.588.640  321.9n.411  28,3 
TOTAL  769.059  19.997  193.152.245  1.136.~2.076  100,0 
From  the  beginning  of  the 1easure  : 
(1)  Nu1ber  of  far1ers  qualifying  for  the  co11pensatory  allowance  for  natural  handicaps 
(2)  Nu1ber  of  joint  Investment  sche1es  . 
(3)  The  nu1bers  of  beneficlarres  given  In  the table represent  those  considered  for  Fund  aid, 





Directive  No  75/627/EEC 
Restructuring  and  conversion  of  vineyards 
Relmburse1ent  set  by  the  Fund 
hn FCI' 
Measure  Nu1ber  of  Area  ro1  the be-
benefl ci arl es  concerned  In  1986  Inning  of  the 
easure  unt 11 
1.12.1986 
Restructurat ion  34.947  28.652,6032  9.341.341  29.871.919 
Replanting  10.591  19.037,3860  889.870  21.887.551 
lrrlaat!on  232  1.517. 7757  278.840  880.598 
TOTAL  10.510.051  52.040.068 Directive  No  79/17~/EEC 
Flood  protection  In  the  Herault  valley 
ANNEX  ~3 
Rel1burseaent  set  by  the  Fund 
HEMBER  STATE 
FRAICE  Barrage 
Dams 




Directive  No  79/173/EEC 
Irrigation Corsica 
(In  ECU) 
!fro•  the  beginning  ot 
In  1986  ~he 1easure until 
31.12.1986 
21.729  21.729 
10.366  10.366 
~5.827  4-5.827 
TI.92Z  77.922 
Irrigated area  (In  ha)  Relmburs11ent  set  by  the  Fund 
11  f:'r.u) 
MEMBER  STATE 
FRAICE 
Humber  of  Operations  beneficiaries  completed  In  progress 
593  2.909  345 
Directive  No  78/628/EEC  +  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2195/81 
Drainage  In  Ireland 
from  the  beginning  of 
In  1986  .~~~  1 ~~~~~~ until 
- 2.530.124 
Rel1burse1ent  set  by  the  Fund 
11  rl"ul  Nu1ber  of  Area 
MEMBER  STATE  Measure  beneficiaries  concerned  ~o• the  beginning  of 
(In  ha) 
In  1986  he  1easure  unt 11 
~1  1? 10Rf\ 
IRELAIJ  28.898  196.438  4.123.317  50.539.031 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  797/85 
on  Improving  the  efficiency  of  agricultural  structures 
Title  Ill  • Specific  measures  to  assist  mountain  and  hill  farming  and  farming  In  certains  less-favoured  areas  .  ---
Measures  provided  for  Relmburse~ent by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
MEMBER  STATE  Article 15  ~rtlcle  17,1  Artlcl e 17,1  Article 17,2 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
OEUTSCHUil  129.94-1  - 4-9  -
TOTAL  129.~1  - 49  -
(1)  Number  of  farmers  having  received  an  annual  compensatory  allowance 
(2)  Number  of  joint  Investments  for  fodder  production 
In  1986  ltrom  the  be-
g~ nnl ng  of the 
!Ieasure  unt 11 
31.12.1986 
36.019.~  36.019.~ 
36.019."4  36.019."4 
(3)  Number  of  Investments  for  the  Improvement  and  equipping  of  pastures  farmed  jointly 
(4)  Number  of  small-scale  Irrigation  projects 
%  of  total 
at  31.12.1986 
100,0 
100,0 1£MBER  STATE 
IRELAil 
HEHBER  STATES 
IRELAIIJ 
UNITED  KII(I)()H 
TOTAL 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1820/80 
Agriculture  Vest  of  Ireland 
ANNEX"-
Nu1ber  of  Rel1bursesent  set  by  the  Fund(ln  ECU} 
beneficiaries/projects  In  1986 
72.856  10.709.62~ 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1054/81 
Beef  cattle production 
fro•  the  beg1nnlng  ot 
ne1~~t~~e until 
~9.500.973 
Nu1ber  of 
Rel1burse.ent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
beneficiaries  In  1986  ~to• the  b!91n¥IV9  of  e 1easure  un 
j1  12. 1!186 
600.715  11.~17  25.980.209 
92.082  69.113  ~.774.391 
692.797  80.530  30.754.600 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  270/79 
Development  of  agricultural  advisory  services  In  ltall 
Number  of  Rel1bursa.ent  set  by  the  Fund(ln  ECU) 
MEMBER  STATE  Measures  bene- fro•  the  beglnnln  flclarles  In  1986  of  the  Ieasure 
OR~Il  11  1? 10RF; 
Training  of  advisers  22  1M.678  1M.67B 
HAllA  Operation  of  the  Inter-regional  - 50.768  50.768 
body 
Operation  of the  Inter-regional  - - -
body  Including  the  centres 
Course  attendance  allowance  - - -
TOTAL  22  215."6  215."6 ANNEX  45 
Directive  No  79/197/EEC 
Drainage  In  catchlent  areas  Including  land  on  both  sides  of  the  border  between  Ireland 
and  Northern  Ireland 
Rellburs11ent  set  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
!EMBER  STATES  Area  concerned  1tr01 the  beg1nnlng  of 
(In  ha)  In  1986  the 1easure until 
31.12.1986 
IRELAil  - sso.ns  1.203.3~ 
UIITEO  KINIDOII  - 1.669.812  3.617.376 
TOTAL  - 2.229.958  4.820.730 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1939/81 
Integrated  development  progra11e  for  the  Western  Isles 
MEMBER  STATE 
UIIITEO  K  INIIJOH 
TOTAL 
MEMBER  STATE 
UNITED  Klll&lOH 
TOTAL 
Nu111ber  of  Relabursement  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
beneficiaries/  In  1986  projects 
11.333  6.894.149 
11.333  6.894.149 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  19%-2/81 
Less-favoured  areas  of  Northern  Ireland 
fro•  the  beginning  of 
~he •easure  until 
~1 12 '1986 
8.896.631 
8.896.631 
Nutber  of 
Rel•burse~ent by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
beneficiaries/  from  the  beginning  of 
projects  In  1986  he  1easure  unt i1 
31.12.1986 
9.600  1.109. 733  34.096.781 
9.600  1.109.733  34.096.781 MEMBER  STATE 
FRANCE 
HEII8ER  STATE 
FRANC£ 
IIEHBER  STATE 
I 
ITALIA 
Directive  No  81/527/EEC 




Soil  l1prove1ent 
Forestry 
Guidance  and  diversification  of  production 
TOTAL 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1940/81 
Integrated  Oevelop1ent  Progra•me,  loz~re 
Measures 
Land  and  pasture  l•proveaent 
land consolidation  and  related  work 
Cattle  and  sheep  farming 
Renewal  of  chestnut  production 
Winter  Isolation 
Forest  clearings 
Cost  of  develop1ent  programme 
TOTAL 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1944/81 
Cattle farming  In  Italy 
ANNEX  4-6 
Rel•burs•ent  set  by  the fa11d  (ECU) 
In  1986  fro•  the  beglnAing 
of  the Insures 
unffl  1L17~111Rfi 
3."6.m  7.358.657 
10.9M.003  2~.951.295 
3.627.623  9.102.910 
859.231  3.061.139 
1.3\7.178  3.965.262 
20.21~.806  ~8.~39.263 
Relmburseaent  set  by  the  Fund  (ECU) 
from  the  beginning 
In  1986  of  the Insures 
until 31  12. 1986 
\60.978  1.326.087 
81.562  398.736 
327.632  889.781 
3.753  6.985 
- - \82 
19.058  37.856 
21.\38  86.155 
914.\21  2.745.038 
Reimbursement  set  by  the  Fund  (ECU) 
Measures 
~rom the  beginning 
In  1986  jof  the  11easures 
luntll  31.12.1986 
llodernlzatlon,  rationalization and  con- - 1.062.795 
structlon of cattle accomodatlon 
Purchase  of  production  machinery  - 113.806 
l1proveaent  of  1eadows,  grassland,  - 639.572 
pastures  and  fencing 
TOTAL  1.816.173 ANNEX  47 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/82 
Agricultural  develop•ent  In  certain  regions  of  Greece 
Rel1burse~ent set  by  the  Fund 
ftn  ECUl 
MEMBER  STATE  Measures  fro•  the  beginning 
In  1986  of the  measures 
unt 11  31.12.1986 
Rural  Infrastructure  13.~2.779  21.677.270 
Irrigation  4.261.893  6.584-.105  . 
land  l~provaent  2.SM.361  s  ••  m.127 
EllAS  Cattle,  sheep  and  goat  faralng  1.034-.177  1.831.987 
Equlp1ent  concerning  agricultural  4-8.137  55.14-2 
training 
Forestry  l1prove1ent  12.150.172  26.5!13.~2 
TOTAl  33.621.519  62.158.173  ~ 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2966/83 
Development  of agricultural  advisory  services  in  Greece 
Relmbursa.ent  set  by  the  Fund 
(t n  fCill 
HEHBER  STATE  Measures  fro•  the  beginning 
In  1986  of  the  measures 
unti 1 31.12.1986 
Training  of agricultural  advisors  - -
EllAS 
E•ployment  of  agricultural  advisors  - 19B.M6 
TOTAl  - 198.94-6 ANNEX  ~8 
Structural  1easures  connected  wlth  the  co11on  1arket  organlzatlons 
(Measures  detailed  In  annexes  ~9 - St) 
Rel1bursa.ent  set  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
fro1  the  beginning  of the  %  of  total  at 
MEMBER  STATES  In  1986  Ieasure  unt 11  31.12.1986  31.12.1986 
BELGIQU£/BELGIE  1.856.001  25.~53.91~  2,9 
DANIIARK  606.285  50.175.!118  5, 7 
DEUTSCHLAND  12.815.785  277.572.689  31,3 
ELLAS  2.322.74~  10.612.848  1,2 
FRANCE  27.996.389  271.606.6n  30,6 
IRELAND  2~.+16  ~.0~3.M8  3,8 
ITALIA  2.236.320  79.894-.166  9,0 
LUXEMBOURG  25.380  1.~67.~79  0,2 
NEDERLAND  2.426.012  ~5.732.70~  5,2 
UNITED  KINOOOM  693.790  89.672.M6  10,1 
TOTAL  51.213.122  886.232.636  100 
Overall  situation, 
details  given  In  Annexes  5 and  55 
Rel1burseaent  set  In  1986  51.213.122 
Advance  pay•ent  at  the  disposal  of the  Heaber  State at  1.1.1986  -3.2~.322 
Balance  of the  advance  pay1ent  at  31.12.1986(advance  payaent  - carrhd over) 
Advance  pay1ent  1ade  In  1986  27.609.316 
Total  pay1ent  1ade  In  1986  75.568.117 Groups 
IEHBER  STATES  set  up 
B£LGIQUE/BELGIE  ~ 
DAM MARK  21 
DEUTSCHUID  78 
ELLAS  75 
FRANCE  220 
IRELAMl  ~ 
IT ALIA  62 
NEDERLAND  6 
UNITED  K  llltllOH  36 
TOTAL  506 
Hueber  of 
producers' 
HEHBER  STATE  organlsatl on 
ELLAS  185 
Fruit  and  vegetables  producers'  groups 
(article 14  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72) 
ANNEX  49 
Huber States'  Reiebursuent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU)  expenditure  rro• tile  liegl nn 1  ng  o  t 
A1ount .  (ECU)  in  1986  the Ieasure until  %  of  total 
31.12.1986 
2.111.2~0  30.6~  1.055.620 
1.729.778  - 8M.889 
6.533.71~  - 3.266.857 
1."6.7M  297.011  723.382 
3.877.882  3B8.on  1.938.~1 
196.658  - 98.329 
21.505.362  - 10.752.681 
2.~15.973  - 1.207.986 
~.027.91~  667.905  2.013.958 
~3.84-5.285  1.383.682  21.922.6~3 
Producers'  groups  and  their associations,  cotton 











Member  States'  expenditure  Reieburseeent  by  the  Fund(in
11  ECU 
Starting  up  aid  Investment  aid  In  1986  from  the  beginning 
1  ~!+the  1~easure 
ll  1? 10Ril 
36.397  ~.503.~25  1.815.929  8.2~3.~6 ANNEX  50 
Pr81IUII  for  the  non-•arketlng  of •Ilk products  and  for  the  reconversion  of  dairy  herds 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77) 
(Contribution  of the  Guidance  Section, 
being  ~0% of  the  total  EAGGF  contribution) 
I£KBER  STATES  A1ount  (In  ECU)  In  1986 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  7.364.820  280.032 
OANMARK  49.016.232  606.286 
DEUTSCHLAND  234.832.662  4.019.890 
FRAIICE  73.624.225  1.079.314 
IRELAil  16.238.876  234.411 
LUXEMBOORG  1.356.080  25.380 
NIDERLAil  25.850.305  23.676 
UIIJTEO  Kl N!DOK  82.~6.821  25.885 
TOTAL  490.830.021  6.294.890 MEMBER  STATES 





I  RELAKD 
IT ALIA 
UMITED  KINiilOM 
TOTAL 
ANNEX  51 
Eradication  of  brucellosis,  tuberculosis  and  leucosis  ln  cattle  (1) 
(Directives  No  77/391/EEC •  82/~00/EEC) 
Slaughterlngs 
Pursuant  to  Article 2  Pursuant  to  Article  3  Pursuant  to  Article~ 
(brucellosis)  (tuberculosis)  (1 eucosls)  TOTAL 
otner  otner  otner 
COliS  cattle  COliS  cattle  COliS  cattle  COliS 
8~.~1  45.165  - - - - "·~1  - - - - 2.111  3.860  2.311 
- - - - 86.5\.5  20."5  86.5\.5 
5.930  90  10.5\.1  1.244·  - - 16.471 
71+.1+8  76.769  115,.590  27.537  - - 829.738 
127.770  38.900  71.399  80.209  - - 199.169 
23.3+2  2.852  103.022  25.+20  - - 126.36+ 
63.096  1~.626  - - - - 63.096 
1.018.327  178.+02  3D0.552  134.~10  88.856  2~.3+5  1.W7.735 
(1)  Financed  under  ltea  3811  of the  budget  (outside  EAGGF) 
Relaburseaent  (In  ECU) 
HEHBER  STATES  In  1986  from  the  beginning  of  % of total  at 
the  measure  until  31.12.1986 
31.12.1986 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  - 11.759.151  10,8 
OANIIA.RK  - 294.797  o.3 
DEUTSCHLAND  - 7.893.785  7,2 
ELLAS  156.022  895.1+2  o.s 
FRANCE  - 56.735.915  52,1 
IRELAIIO  - 17.61~.674  16.2 
IT ALIA  - ~.977.893  8.2 
UNITED  KIHGOOK  - +.796.109  +.+ 











337.157 I'EHBER  STATES 










Additional  aid 
TOTAL 
ANNEX  52 
Eligible  expen-
Rel•burse~ent by  the  Fund  (In  ECU)  dlture  by  the 
Nu1ber  of  Area  grubbed  Member  State  fro•  the  beginning  of 
beneficiaries  (In  ha)  In  1986  the Ieasure  until 
(ECU)  131.12  1986 
262  16,5204  39.768  - 19.884 
35.805  43.757,2530  61.643.664  - 30.821.832 
2~.991  3~.268,154-5  34.020.910  - 17.010.455 
61.058  78.041,9289  95.70~.342  - 47.852.171 
l1prove1ent  of the  production  and 1arketlng  of Com•unlty  citrus fruit 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  •  No  1204/82) 
Expenditure  Expend! ture  Extent  of  Rel•burseaent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
provided for  In  Incurred  by  Italy  coapletlon  fro•  the  beginning  of  the  plan 
(In  Mlo  ECU)  % 
In  1986  the 1easure  until 
(ECU)  31.12.1986 
154-,00  20.383.147  13,2  - 10.191.574 
190,53  2.198.683  1,1  -·  1.099.342 
74.95  48.316.170  64,4  - 24.158.085 
99.27  3.011.310  3,0  - 1.:i!S.655  (1) 
518,75  73.909.310  14,2  - 36.954-.656 
.. 
(1)  Since  1981,  no  repayments  have  been  11ade  In  respect  of  addlllonal  aid  because  of  a number  of  unresolved  probl•s 
FR.UCE 
Expend! ture  Expenditure  Extent  of  Relmburseaent  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
provided  for  In  Incurred  by  France  completion  Measure  the  plan  troa  the  Deglnnlng  of 
the Ieasure  until  (In  Hlo  ECU) 
% 
In  1986 
31.12.1986  (ECU) 
Replanting  2,43  613.624,4~  25,3  - 306.812 
Marketing  2,18  226.681,02  10,8  - 113.340 
Addlthnal  aid  0,03  - - - -
TOTAL  4,64  840.305,46  18,1  - 420.152 
ELLAS 
Expenditure  Expenditure  Extent  of  Rel•bursement  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU) 
Measure  provided  for  In  Incurred  by  Greece  co•pl4!tlon 
fro1  the  beginning  of  the  plan 
In  1986  the Ieasure  untn  (In  Hlo  ECU) 
(ECU)  %  31.12 .. 1986 
Replanting  76,36  293.985  0,4  - 146.993 
Restructurl ng  8,96  324.080  3,6  - 162.040 
Marketing  30,00  - - - -
Nurserhs  2,78  - - - -
Additional  aid  53,90  75.359  0,1  - 37.679 





UNITED  KINGOOM 
TOTAL 









ANNEX  53 
Atd  to  producers1organlzatlons  In  the  fisheries  sector 
(Article 6 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3796/81) 
Muber  States'  Rel1bursuent  by  the  Fund 
Groups  eligible  expenditure  lfrol the  beginning  of  the 
set  up  In  1986  1easure until  31.12.1986 
(ECU)  fECU)  ~ 
4  168.332  5.233  84.166  10,6 
18  501.332  - 250.707  31,6 
2  183.538  - 91.769  11,5 
5  1a..S6o  - 52.280  6,6 
15  631.516  .  315.758  39,7 
" 
1.589.360  5.233  794..680  100,0 
Eradication  of classical  and  African  swine  fever  (1) 
(Decision  No  80/1096/EEC) 
Number  of  Meaber  States•  Rel1burseunt  (2) 
Nuaber  of  anl11als  ellglbl e 
[TtOI  tl18 beglnRlng  OT  tnt 
holdings  s  1  aught ered  expendIture  In  1986  1easure until  31.12.1986 
(ECU)  (ECU)  lECIIT  ! 
1811  99.1Jii  1 o. :Jllll.677  1.~~76  5.2~.~39  8,9 
2.115  ~1.977  51.160.782  8.257.917  29.467.596  49,8 
5  2.M5  283.895  53.782  142.7a.  0,2 
41  21.863  1.997.183  36.857  981.834  1,7 
58  15.629  5.179.958  1.412.363  4.572.167  1,1 
9  2.661  222.799  - 111.399  0,2 
~6  329.280  35.872.796  2.402.335  18.674.413  31,5 
2.962  1.013.191  . 105.827.090  13.708.530  59.2a..552  100,0 
(1)  Flnaaced  untar  ltaa  3813  of the  budget  (outside  EAOOF) 




Abandon~ent certain areas  under  vines  and  renunciation  of  replanting 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  456/80) 
Measures 




















34.967  51.587,99)6 
528  177,6060 
35.4-95  51.765.5566 
Restructuring  of  vineyards 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  458/80) 
5.236  7.134,7481 
- -
5.236  7.134,7481 
Relaburse•eiif set  by  the  FundllnECU}j 
I  Area 
restructured 
1  from  the  beg I  nnl n1 
(In  ha)  In  1986  of the 1easure  , 
until  31.12.1986  I 
I 
I 
1.122,9630  532.744  2.027.623  I 
9.557,1840  3.606.429  7.066.8n  ! 
2.029,7595  823.957  1.574.034  I 
13.309,9065  4.963.130  10.668.528  I 
ANNEX~ 
Rel1burs11ent  by  the  Fund 
(In  ECU) 
fr01  the  beg I  nnl ng  of 
In  1986  the 1easure until 
31.12.1986 
22.B8S.n7  99.766.147  - 261.062 
22.885.717  100.027.209 
'~ ANNEX  55 
Advance  pay1eats  available,  used,  carried over  and  paid  In  1986 
(ECU) 
---------- ------------- "" ---- ---- ·---------------------- "l  1  Advance  pay1ents  j  Balance  of advance  · 
i 
I at the  disposal  Relaburseaent  payment  available  Balance  of  Advance  payment  Total  payaent 
Measures  MEMBER  STATES  of the  Member  fixed  In  1986  at 31.12.1986  reimbursement  paid  In  1986  ude In  1986 
State at  (advance  payment  paid  In  1986 
1.1.1986  to be  carr1 ed over) 
Measures  for  l~~s-favoured areas 
90.788,13  215.4-4-5,50  124.651,37  124.657,37  ncryu1a~•un  ~r.1:1..!  no  LIUfl~  IIALIA  - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1944/81  ITALIA  10.135.003,28  - 10.135.003,28  - - -
Directive 78/627/EEC  FRANCE  6.871.651.,89  10.510.051,06  - 3.638.396,17  - 3.638.396,17 
Directive 79/173/EEC  FRANCE  316.816,75  - 316.816,75  - - -
Directive 79/174/EEC  FRANCE  829.311,42  77.,922,18  751.389,24  - 4-00.314,55  400.314,55 
Regulation  (EEC)No  194-0/81  FRANCE  992.304-,75  914.4-20,84  77.883,91  - 730.534,90  ~30.534-,90 
Directive  81/527/EEC  FRANCE  19.121.013,60  20.214.805,95  - 1.093.792,35  12.357.352,65  13.451.145,00 
Directive 78/628/EEC  ) 
Regulation  (EEC)  No2195/81)  IRELAND  6.859.123,89  4-.123.317,45  2.735.806,"  - 2.426.755,57  2.4-26.755,57 
Directive 79/197/EEC  I  RELAID  755.956,48  560.146,15  195.810,33  - 1.569.122,70  1.569.122, 70 
UNITED  KINWOM  1.752.  736,64  1.669.812. 84- 82.923,80  - 923.838,73  923.838,73 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1820/80  IRELAI[)  9.232.529,45  10.709.623,63  - 1.4-77.094-,18  10.174.221,97  11.651.316,15 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/82  ELLAS  31t.729.125,03  33.621.518,94  1.107.606,09  - 19.350.879,75  19.350.879,75 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2966/83  ELLAS  4-03.674,72  - 403.674,72  - - -
TOTAL  I  92.090.039,03  82.617.064,54  15.806.914,56  6.333.940,07  H .933.020,82  ~.266.960,89 
Structural  measures  connected  v!th  EEC  aarket  organizations 
Regulatl on  (EEC)  No  777/85!  FRAIC£  - - - - 20."3.294,32  20.443.294,32 
)  ELLAS  - - - - 2.259.1~t1,  71  2.259.141, 71 
~  RnaulaH on  (HT:)  Nn  4'lR/Iln  f=RAI!cr  3_2">4 .321. 7fl  3_606_42!1.18  - 352.107. 4-2  4.906.880  18  5 258 .  987. ..  60. 
TOTAL  II  3.251t.321, 76  3.606.429,18  - 352.107,42  27.609.316,21  27.961.4-23,63  --
Measures  financed  under  !tea 3800  of  the budget 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2969/83  !TALl A  21.822.685,72  - 21.822.685,72  - - -
TOTAL  Ill  21.822.685,72  - 21.822.685,72  - - -
TOTAL  I - Ill  117.167.046,51 
I  86.223.493,72  37.629.600,28  6.686.047,49  75.~2.337  ,03  82.228.384,52 
- -INDIRECT  I'EASlRES  ANNEX  56 
Explanations  concerning  payment  applications  pending 
ECU 
i  --
Item  310  National  legislation not  yet  approved  by  Dir.  FI  3  Irish applications  13.423.385 
Deadline  for  submission  not  met  (1.7.86)  2  French  applications  39.597.975 
Received  15.9.86  and  5.11.86 
Received  27.11.86  1  Greek  application  1.252.026 
Additional  information  requested  but  not  yet  received  1  Italian application  7.261.215 
1  Luxembourg  application  376.686  I 
61.911.287 
Item  310  Deadline  for  submission  not  met  <1.7.86)  1  Netherlands  application  14.789 
Received  30.12.86 
Item  313  Additional  information  requested  but  not  yet  received  1  Luxembourg  application  284 
Item  320  Deadline  for  submission  not  met  <1.7.86)  1  French  application  35.335.089 
Received  27.10.86  and  6.11.86  1  Luxembourg  application  1.275.415 
I  36.610.504 
Item  3402  Problems  of  eligibility of  national  expenditure  1  Italian application  483.578 
Deadline  for  submission  not  met  <1.7.86) 
Received  11.12.86  1  French  application  663.954 
1.147.532 
Item  3430  Deadline  for  submission  not  met  (1.7.86)  1  Greek  application  1.486.960 
Received  7.10/86  and  3.11.86  1  Italian application  6.348.771 
Problems  of eligibility of  national  expenditure  2  French  applications  338.179 
8.173.910 
'-EAGGF,  Guidance  Section- C011MITMENTS 
( 1000  ECU) 
I 
Approprl a  Ions  ava II ab I e  In _!_illlb_  lUll ltzat\on or  appropriations  ava\ !able  In  111Bo  I 
Heading 
available  entered  In  f ota  1  appro  ~oomnmen<s  ;.  IAppropr,  ·, Appropr, 
I  from  1985 t  1986  budget  prlatlons  enteredlntcUtillzatlon  available  cancelled at 
1986  (1l  (2)  avallabl e  In 1986  at  31.12.86  31.12.1986  I 
lena;- ~u , PHOJ~CfS  FOH  l Nt  Ut  AIJK  ~U'  UKAL  ~IKU~IUKt 
300  Individual  Projects  R.  17/64  0,05  - 0,05  - - - 0,04 
301  MarketIng  and  processing  of agr  .products  R.  355177  54  31  327  50  381  81  371  21  97  22  10  61  -
<30>  54  36  327  so  381  86  371  21  97  21  10  61  0  04 
Chao,  31  GENERAL  SOC I  a-STRUCTURAL  i'IEASURES 
310  Modernization  of farms  Oir.72/159  3,  73  95,59  99,32  99,32  100,- - -
311  Cessation of  farming  Oi r. 72/160  0,29  1,02  1, 31  1,30  98,97  0,01  -
3120  Tralnln~  .Oir  ?2/161  2,78  4,94  7' 72  6,96  90,15  0, 76  -
3121  tnforma  Iodin the field of  agrlc.strucluro'k.  "797185  - 1,45  1,45  0, 75  51,72  0, 70  -
313  I  Administrative support  to  agrlc.enterpr\sesR.  797/85  - 0,00  0,00  O,DO  - 0,00  -
314  General  support  to agricultural  enterprises  - p.m.  p.m.  - - - -
.  I  on  6  80  103  00  109  80  108  33  98  66  1  47  - r··· "  I"""'" ,. SEMlF  ~  ~ss FA VOJRED '""' 
32C  Hi 11  farmln9  01r.75/268  0,00  231,26  231,26  229' 17  99,1D  2,09  - "" I  ~'""~""" w.-to  R- 269179  - - - - - - -
3211  iiedlterranean  Infrastructure  R.  1760178  D,09  - D,09  - - - 0,09 
3220  I  Technical  advisors-Italy  R.  270/79  0,13  - 0,13  0,13  j  96,9  - 0,00 
3221  Irrigation Mezzogiorno  R.  1362178  - 4,17  - - 4,17  - - - - 4,17 
3222  Cattle farming  - Italy  R.  1944/31  D,  DO  D,OO  D,  DO  - - 0,00  0,00 
3230  I  Wine  growing  South France  Dir.78/627  D,02  3,64  3,66  3,64  99,38  0,02  -
3231  Irrigation Corsica  Di r. 79/173  - - - - - - -
3232  yjood  protection  Hera~~t  Oi r  ~ 79/1 ?l.  0,01  0, 41  0,42  0,40  96,30  0,02  -
3233  neyard  conversion.  arentes  OH. 79/359  0,00  - 0,00  - - - 0,00 
3234  I nhgratod  development  programme-Lozere  R.  1940/81  0,18  0,55  o, 73  0,73  99,92  0,00  -
3235  11easures  for  overseas  Dir.81/527  0,20  13,25  13,45  13,45  99,97  O,OD  -
3240  Drainage - Ireland  Oir.73/628  0,00  2,42  2,42  2, 42  100  - -
321,1  Drainage  Ireland/Northern  Ireland  Dir.79/197  o, 15  2,35  2,50  2,-19  99,73  0, 01  -
324 2  Development  West  Ireland  R.  182D/80  0,22  11,45  11,67  11' 65  99,8D  0,02  -
3243  I Cattle development  lreland/North.lreland  R.  1D54/81  0,08  - 0,08  0,08  100,- - D,Oa 
325- I 
Sheep  farming  - Greenland  R.  1821/80  - - - - - - -
326C  Islands  - Scotland  R.  1939/81  3,80  3,20  7, DO  6,89  98,52  0,11  -
3261  Accelerated  development  N.  Ireland  R.  1942/81  1,13  0,10  1,23  1' 11  90,39  0,10  O,D2 
3262  Cattl efood sector  Northern  Ireland  R.  190/81  0,62  1, 50  2,12  1,09  51,58  1,03  -
327  South-East  Bel glum,  devol opment  R.  1941/81  o, 33  1,00  1,33  0,33  24,9  .1,00  0,00 
328  I nfras\rudure,  Germany  R.  1938/81  0,55  5,36  5,  91  5, 87  99,30  0,04  -
3290  Specific  Regions,  Greece  R.  '1975 /82  6,59  '3,  93  20,52  19' 35  94,29  1' 17  -
3291  Agr.  technical  advisor~ service,  Greece  R.  2966/83  D,DD  0,01  D,D1  - - 0, D1  D,OD 
3292  Irrigation  programme,  reece  R.  2968/83  O,DD  - 0,00  - - - 0,00 
329~  Improvement  of structures  wine-growing  GR  R.  895/85  0,20  0  20  - - 0,20  -
<32l  9  94  290  63  3()Q_  57  I  298  80  99  4  5  82  - 4  05 
Chap.  33  ,~EASURES  ON  BEHALF  OF  LESS  FAVOURED  AREAS  I 
I  330  Portuguese  Programme  R.  3828/85  - 33 - 33  - - - 33,00  - : 
C33l  - 33  - 33  - - - 33  00  -
Chap.  34  MARKET -RELATED  STRUCTURAL  MEASURES 
I 
I 
3L.OO  ~  Associations  of groducers
1groups 
I 
- I  R- 1360/781  - - - - - -
3402  Fruit  and  vegeta  le producers  R.  1035172  0,49  0,95  1 '44  ~' 38  96,21  0,06  - I 
34~;  ..  I Cotton  producers1groups  R.  389/82  1, 02  0,86  1,88  1' 82  96,81  0,06  - I 
3 412  111\k  non-marketing  ! 
R.  1078/77  2,56  6,50  9,D6  6,29  69,45  2, 77  - i 
i 
3420  Convers 1  on  or  wl ne  gro'-li ng  premiums  R.  1163176  - - - - - - -
I 
3421  Grubbing-up  preml urns  R.  456/8D  2,11  43,78  45,89  45,59  99,35  0, 3D  -
31,22.  Wine-growing  cessation  premiums  R.  1.57180  - - - - - - -
3423  Restructuring  R.  458/80  D,23  20,DO  20,23  2C,06  99,19  a, 17  -
3430  Improvement  citrus fruit  R.  2511/69  1  46  - 1  46  - - - 1  46 
( 34)  7  87  72  09  79,96  75  14  93, Y7  5,  36  1  46 
! 
"~~ 
STRUCTURAL  MEASURES  Ill  THE  FISHERIES  SECTOR 
"60  fiestructuri ng,  moderni s. Fisheries  R.  [908/831  44,54  76,50  121,04  117,36  96,94  3,68  -
l.61  '  Producers 1groups  in  fisheries  sector  R.  10D/76  a  22  D,59  D 81  0  00  D 64  a  59  0, 22  I 
(46)  44  76  77,09  1 <1  85  117  36  '17  58  4  27  D  22 
I 
! 
TOTAL  EAGGF  123,73  9'J3,31  11027,04  970,84  I 
94,53  58,53  - 2,33 
--- i  i 
(J_,  tn~ludlng  transrers,  releasr  of  approp1~1at;on~ orljHlally  GOi~mttted betweer,  ~~~77  and  L.:S and  ad;·..~;t<~ents  ~ue  to  cr;anges  in  ECU  rates 
C2)  ;ncludiw;  transftrs EAGGF,  Guidance  Sect  +on  - PAYMUifS 
Appr.avallable  In  1986 
Head\ ng 
carried  entered 
from  1985  \ n 1986  Tota 1 
.to1986  ·budqet (1) 
Chap.  30  PROJECIS  FOR  IRE  IRPROVERERI  OF  XURJCU[IORIC  SIROCIORl:i 
300  I nd\ v\ dua 1  Projects  R.  17/64  0,07  12,00  12,07 
301  Marketing  and  processing of agr.produds  R.  355/77  0  01  186  00  186  01 
C30J  0  8  198,00  198,08 
-~ 
GENERAL  SOC I  a-STRUCTURAL  MEASURES 
310  Modern\ zat I on  of faras  Oir. 72/159  3,73  95,59  99,32 
311  Cessatl on  of  farm\ ng  Oir.72/160  0,29  1,02  1,  31 
3120  Tralnln1  .oir 72/161  2,44  4,94  7,38 
3121  lnforma  lon/ln  the field of ayr,structures R.  ·797/85  - 0,15  0,15 
313  1 
Adolnlstratlve support  to  agrlc,entorprlseSR.  797185  - 0,00  0,00 
314  General  support  to  agricultural  enterprises  - p.m.  p.m. 
(31)  6  46  101  70  108  16 
Chap. 3 2!  MEASURES  ON  BEHALF  OF  LESS  FAVOURED  AREAS 
320 l  Hill  farming  •  Dir.751268  - 231,26  231,26 
3210  Mad\ hrranean forestry  R.  269179  7,41  33,00  40,41 
3211  [ Mediterranean  infrastructure  R.  1760178  1,30  21' so  22,80 
3220  I  Technical  advl sors-ltaly  R.  270179  0,33  0,13  0,46 
32 21  Irrigation  Mezzogiorno  p- 1362178  1,54  23,00  24,54 
3222  I  Cattle faroing  - Italy  p.  1944/81  0,16  0,00  0,16 
3230  Wine  growing  South  France  Oir.78/627  0,02  3, 64 
I 
3,66 
3231  Irrigation Corsica  Dir.79/173  - - -
.32~2  1  ~jood protection  Hera~ht  Dir.79/174  0,01  0,41  0,1,2 
3233  neyard  conversion,  arentes  Dir.79/359  0,00  - 0,00 
3234  I ntegrahd devel op•ent  prograooe-Lozere  R.  1940181  0,04  0,73  0, 77 
3235  Measures  for  overseas  Oi r.811527  0,20  13,45  13,65 
3240  Drainage - Ireland  Oir.78/628  0,00  2, 43  2,43 
3241  Drainage  Ireland/Northern  Ireland  Oir.79/197  0,13  2,50  2,63 
3242  Dovel opoent  West  lrel and  R.  1820/80  0,17  11,65  11,82 
3243  Cattle development  lreland/North.lreland  R.  1054181  0,06  0,09  0,15 
325  Sheep  faroing  - Greenland  R.  1821/80  0,00  - 0,00 
3260  Islands  - Scotland  R.  1939/81  4,10  2, 90  7,00 
3261  1  Accelerated  develop•ent  N.  I  rei and  R.  1942/81  1,13  0,10  1' 23 
3262  , Cattlefood sector  Northern  Ireland  R.  1943/81  0,22  o, 74  0,96 
327  South-East  Belgium,  development  R.  1941/81  0,03  0,16  0,19 
328  Infrastructure,  Germany  R.  1938/81  0,51  8,01  8,52 
3290  Specific Regions,  Greece  R.  1975/82  5,93  14,68  20,61 
3291  Agr.  technical  advi•or~ service,  Greece  R.  2966/83  0, 71  0,01  0,72 
3292  lrrigati on  programme,  reece  R.  2968/83  1,62  0,20  1,82 
3294  loprcvement  of  structures  wine-growing  GR  R.  8:15/85  - 0  20  0,20 
02)  25  62  370  79  396  41 
Chap,  33  ME~SURES  ON  BEHALF  OF  LESS  FAVOURED  AREAS 
330  Portuguese  Prograooe  R.  3828/85  - 20  50  20  so 
C33J  - 20  so  20  50 
Chap.  34  MARKET -RELATEO  STRUCTURAL  MEASURES 
3400  Associations  of  groducers 1groups  R.  1360178  - - -
3402  Fruit  and  vegeta  le producers  R.  1035172  0,21  1, 21  1,42 
3404  Cotton  producers 'groups  R. 
' 
389182  1,02  0, 94  1, 96 
3412  Hi 1  k  non-oarket I  ng  R.  1078/77  2,56  6,50  9,06 
3420  Conversion  or  vine growing  preoiums  R.  1163176  - - -
3421 
I 
Grubbing-up  premiuos  R.  456/80  1,83  44,06  45,89 
3422  ~~ ne-grovl ng  cessation  pre• i ums  R.  457180  - - -
31.23  Restructuring  R.  1.58/BO  0,07  6,58  6,65 
3430  I  l•prove•ent  citrus fruit  R- 2511/69  0  15  - 0  15 
! 
(34)  5  84  59  29  65  13 
I 




Restructuring,  modern\ s. Fisheries  R.  !908/  83  0,00  46,50  46,50 
"61  Producers' groups  In  fl sheri es  sector  R.  100/76  0  23  0  59  0  82 
0  23  47,09  47  32 
I 
(46) 
TOTAl  EAGCf  38,23  797,37  835,60 
(1l  lnclding  transfers 
Pay•ents  made  \ n 1986 
against  against 
Total  carry-ove •  1986 
from1985  aoorops 
0,07  6,66  6,73 
0  01  181  97  181  98 
0  8  188  63  188  71 
3,  73  95,59  99,32 
0,28  1,02  1,30 
2,02  4,94  6,96 
- 0,13  0,13 
- 0,00  0,00 
- - -
6  03  101  68  107  71 
- 229.17  229,17 
7, 41  28,33  35,74 
1,30  21,48  22,78 
- 0,13  0,13 
1, 54  6,11  7,65 
- - -
- 3,64  3,64 
- - -
- 0,40  0,40 
- - -
- 0, 73  0,73 
I 
- 13,45  13,45 
- 2,43  2, 43 
- 2,48  2,49 
- 11,65  11,65 
- 0,08  0,08 
- - -
3,99  2,90  6,89 
1,01  0,10  1,11 
0,22  0,70  0,92 
0,03  0,09  0,12 
0,50  8,00  8,50 
4,67  14,68  19,35 
- - -
1, 62  0,18  1,80 
- - -
22  29  346  74  369  03 
- - -
- - -
- - I  -
0,17  1,21  1, 38 
0,88  0,94  1,82 
- 6, 29  6,29 
- - -
1,53  44,06  45,59 
- - -
0,07  6,55  6,62 
- - -
2  65  59  05  61  70 
I 
0,00  46,32  46,32 
- 0  01  0  01 
0,00  46  33  46  33 
31, OS  742,43  773,48 
ANNEX  58 
( 1000  ECU) 
Appr.  not  used 
1  carr  ea  aps1 ng 
over 
31.12.86  ~1.12.86 
55,76  5,34  -
97  83  4  03  -
95  27  9  37  -
100,- - 0,00 
99,00  - 0,01 
94,33  - 0,42 
86,67  0,02  -
55,89  o,oo  - - - -
99  58  0  02  0  4 3 
99,10  2,09  -
88,45  4, 67  -
99,93  0,02  -
27,1 5  0,00  0,33 
31,18  16,89  -
- 0,00  0,16 
99,38  0,00  0,02 
- - -
96,30  0,01  0,01 
- - 0,00 
94,32  0,00  0,04 
98,51  0,00  0,20 
99,82  0,00  0,00 
94,79  0,00  0,14 
98,54  0,00  0,17 
54,63  0,01  0,06 
- - 0,00 
98,52  - 0,11 
90,35  - 0,12 
95,86  0,04  -
61,27  0,07  -
99,80  0,02  -
93,88  - 1 '26 
- -0,01  0,71 
98,96  0,02  - - 0,20  -
93  10  24  OS  3  33 
- 20  so  -
- 20  so  -
- - -
97,46  I 
- 0,04 
92,70  - 0,14 
69,45  0, 21  2, 56 
- - -
99,35  - 0,30 
- - -
99,54  0,03  -
- - 0  15 
94  73  0  21.  3,19 
99,60  0,1 B  i  -
0  64  0  59 
~ 
97  9D  D.  77  2 




Irregularities relatiq!; to tre Guidame Section in 1986  (in EaJ)  ANNEX  59 
:  BEUJIQUE!BELGIE  :  UNITED  Km'.JJXM  :  DA!IMARK  :  IEUTSCliLAND  :  FRANrn  :  IREUND 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
MEASURE  :Nt.rnoor  :  Aloount  :Nt.rnOOr  :  Aloount  :Nllllber  :  Amount  :Nt.rnber  :  Allrunt  :Nllllber  :  Annmt  :Nllllber  :  Amount 
:of cases:  :of cases:  :of cases:  :of cases:  :of cases:  :of cases: 
:  : 
: l1::demization of farms  :  3  :  5.935  :  3  :  53.551  :  17  :  72.783  :  2  :  13.984 
:  Directive No  72/159/EEC 
:  : 
.  :.umtain ani hill f~  in certain  :  1  :  1.667  :  - :  - :  - :  - :  - :  - :  - :  - :  10  :  23.731 
:  less-favoured areas -
:  Directive No  75/268/EEC 
:  :  :  :  : 
Fruit ani vegetables  :  - :  - :  - :  - :  - :  - :  - :  - :  1  :  2.578  : 
:  Regulation (W:) 1035n2 
:  :  :  :  :  : 
:  1\JTAL  :  4  :  7.8J2  :  3  :  53.551  :  17  :  72.783  :  2  :  13.948  :  1  :  2.578  :  10  :  23.731  : 
:  Amount  recovered  :  - :  - :  1  :  19,F.37  :  9  :  32.343  :  1  :  8.39J  :  1  :  2.578  :  3  :  4.492  : IRREGJLARITIES 
Co••unlcatlon  In  accordance  vlth Artlcl es  3 and  5 of Reoulatl on  (EEC)  No  283/72  up  to 31.12.1986 
MEMBER  STATES  Caces  recorded 
RfJ:I!VfRIFS  Started-· 
No 
Co1pl oted. 
t·;·~  "i  tl""'~ . 
; recovered  . outstandl ng; 





•  bXHRXRf 
(OKR) 
71  1  J  .  00  0.  00 
72  3  435.000  2  210.000 
73  9  8SS.ll3  8  624.163 
74  5  557.ooo  3  225.ooo 
75  8  :1.064.535  5  121.798 
76  3  263.031  3  263.031 
77  3  .  439.513  2  366.471 
~:  t  :l.~~J.zo•  1  91.169 
14  26  :1.93~:2~~  1}  i1.t;::t~g 
:  IS  :  37  :4.276.141  .  13  :1.203.635 
.  16  .  •  :  l21.~71  :  - :  - . 
:*9h  'oj  :'cn~mt:  ,;  tm:m i 
:  76  :  9  :  201.175  :  8  :  113.244  : 
:  77  :  4  :  263.988  :  4  :  259.073  : 
:  78  :  2  :  45.407  :  2  :  45.407  : 
:83:  1  61.763  l  61.763 
84  3  49.455  3  49.455 
85  55  :1..723.137  36  :1.205.348 
.  86  .  9  :  330.027  3  :  47.92i 
ototseit~o:f9f::  ll  :l·Ji~:tif  :{  :r·~!i:ggi 
(Dill  73  7  61.502  7  6l.S02 
74  18.026  z  18.026 
IS  8.326 
76  78.412 
77  •  55 . 168 
78  ll  1H.075 
79  •  106.610.: 
Rl  2  8926 
82  3  15.550 





























•.  041 
In  abeyance 
Hq  Keoynt 
1  225.000 
1  231.250 
5  93.705 
6  282 ..  06 
n  3H:m 
1  14 .610 
87 .on 
(MN/ECU) 
cases  el osed, 







i  1  ..  0.000 
;  juti:m ! 
Recoveries 
abandoned 
dO  AIDQOt 
1  17.931 
4.915 
lO.IH 
:~  l  tun  17 -~·'  -- 11.628  ~ 
,._rl!~ANC~tEi:L~  ~;t9$jf:  ~.;::.~  amfl:!I!E·~  E:!!~!  BU~h~H  E"  E!~tgmg~B~~:UE'  E2:~!tEBH=U  ¢E~-·~E!  .  :;:r:ET  ~\~HIEfn 
(feJ  72  1°  361  HO  18  348.665  12.775 
7:l  20  H•  902  14  241.414  1  9.500  1.608 
74  l3  240.312  10  154.962  68.687 
;~  ~6  m  m  ~~  m:m  27.771 
II  55  ·1.326  908  48  :1.126.996  5.944  26.672  60.044 
/8  25  487.315  22  423.292  37.461 
79  7  229.301  3  130.020  3.250  11.035  79.704 
80  J  170.679  2  87.165 
!";.N. 
.  ~r.u  :.tS¥.:  ,j;  =~  iilLB~O  zol  :3.s;LI;1 
':--rR.c.LANb 
t IRLl 
ITAL1A  :  !0  ~  :2.[50.000 










82  1  :2.624.925 
83  1  :1.047.250  ;tat:  &j  = 42823:  ;~f 
12  8  85.975 
73  12  118.646 
7 4  10  100.184 
;~  •  34.843 
77 
78 
:  79  :  J. 
H9I::  J; 
76  8 
77  ' 
7 8  6 
79  29 (%): 
80  11 
e  1  7 
82  :. 7 
83  10 
84  2 












86  1 
~.:~  d~¥  tor  , .ot., 
2.995 
zs. 6 73 
17.927  m:m 





















3 7. 881 













l.  890 
SA 
512  :1.638.596 















14.507  x¥:m 
103.639 
39.3 [5 
5. 11 I 
1.059 
t. 059 
l.  386 




3.420  n:m 
71.041 









43. I 24 
13.640 








































It should  be  noted  that the a•ounts  In  this table represent  aids  and  proluas pajd  by  Mober  States  of  vhlch  50%  Is  chargeable  to the EAG\r 
(for Directive 72/159/EEC  and  75/268/EEC  :-25 %) 


















·: _________  ,_t~~~~~-.~~';~~~-~-...\.~~&,~x<'M:.'"'""'=-"' 
BREAKDOWN  (f CASES  Of  IRRE!liLARITIES  RECORDED  UP  TO  31.12,1986 
.. 
Non-oarket I  ng  of all  k  Grubb\ ng  of  fruit trees  ConversIon  to  beef  product I  on 
lOBER  STATES  R.  1975/69  R.  2517/69  - R,  791+/76  R.  1353J73 
No  Aaount  Settled  No  Aoount  Settled  No  Aoount  Settltd 
BfLGIOUE/BELGIE  20  62,856  52.291+  2  8,955  6.06~  16  ~8.983  45.557 
DAHIIARK  - - - - - - 17  60.789  60,789 
DEUTSCHLAID  43  17!:>,965  1n.1~  1  ~.411  %,411  22  186.~  135.641 
FRANCE  9%  279.616  261,696  1  1,632  1.632  140  401.510  369,929 
IRELAh!l  - - - - - - 2  2.801  2.801 
NEDERLAND  34  1H,673  144,673  - - - 3  21.3H  21.344 
UNITED  K  IHIDOH  - - - - .  - - 62  398.577  235.531 
IT ALIA  - - - 42  28.994  28.991+  - - -
TOTAL  191  663,110  633,027  ~6  43,992  41.101  262  1,120. 508  871,592 
Citrus fruit  (R.  2511/69)  Less  favoured  regions 
Fruit and  veget.ble producers  Dlr,  75/268/EEC  01 r. 77/391/EEC 
IIE"8ER  STATES  (R.  1035/72) 
No  Aaount  Settled  No  Aaount  Settled  No  Aaount  Settled 
BELGIWE/BELGIE  - - - 62  139,076  51.826  - - -
DAN !lARK  1  16,828  16,828  - - - - - -
OEUTSCHLAIIl  - - - - - - 2  4.297  ~.297 
FRANCE  2  43,908  ~3.908  - - - - - -
IR£LAIIO  - - - 10  23.730  ~.\93  - - -
NEDERLAND  - - - - - - - - -
UNITED  KIHIDOH  - - - 19(1)  32.8\1  29.829  - - -
ITAll4  - - - - - - - - -
TOTAL  3  60.736  60,736  91 (1)  195.6~7  92.148  2  4.297  ~.297 
ANNEX  61 
(ECIJ) 
"odernl zatl on  of faras 
Dl r. 72/159/EEC 
lo  AlloUIIt  Settled 
6  16.710  9,5H 
68  275.779  230.378 
5  21,43%  15.836 
.  - -
- - -
- - -
20  111,229  59.m 
- - -
99  lt25,152  305.202 
Recanvershn af vine  product I  on 
R.  1163/76 








1  727  -













11\  of vhlch  2 cu111  vlth no  flnaaelal  iff<ii!+• 
Note  :  - The ..  aunts  In  the table repres•t aids  and  prealuas  paid  by  the Hnber States of  vhlch  50 t  Is chargeable  to the  r~GIF (for Olrectlva 72/159/EEC  and  75/268/EEC- 25 %) 
- -lllth effect froa  25.5.1983.  EEC  Directive 77/391  Is ao  longer  financed  by  the EAGGF;  hovever  the  arrangeu~t•:ror Regulatlo• 283/72  eOIII:Inua  tO  apply. 
TOTAL 
Aaaunt  Settled 
276,580  171.255 
353,396  297.995 
392,611  m.~9 
726.666  617,165 
26.531  1.m 
166.017  166.017 
~2.~7  m.al~ 
29.n1  28.99~ 
2.514.169  2,008.103 